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This research project is a study of information system
development. We used a case study wherein we developed an
integrated information system from scratch for a mould
manufacturing company in Hong Kong. The objective of the system
study is to solve the company problems.
The Maloot Moulds-Ltd is the disguised name of the company
we worked for. It is a young company and expands at a very rapid
rate. Its expansion is so fast that the top management (in fact
the sole director) has difficulty in controlling the factory.
Symptoms of inadequate control include no reports on the progress
of orders, time consumming process of making manual payroll
calculation but no indication. of labor efficiency, and
overpayment of invoices by checks, etc.
We have identified that the key issue is a lack of accurate
and timely information to the director. A computerised
information system is found to be an answer to the problems faced
by the director. In view of the pecularity of the company setup
and manufacturing characteristics( i.e. a lot of interrelated
companies transactions, and a job shop operation) off-the-shelve
software solutions are rendered inappropriate. An inhouse
development of a tailor made information system was carried out.
The solution recommended and installed is an integrated
information system which comprises an IBM AT personal computer,
an electric current stabiliser, and a set of customized
application softwares. The integrated system includes the
following subsystems: Log-on system, Estimate system, Personnel
system, Timecard system, Jobcard system, Payroll system, Job
Costing system, Bookkeeping system, and Accounting system. These
systems are integrated/interfaced with each other in such a way
that informative and promptly prepared reports are produced for
management control purpose.
TLn evaluating the study, we identify some of the areas of
the information system itself which still need further
improvements. These imperfections are due to the time
constraints imposed by the time period of study. Despite these
inperfections, a working and useful information system has been
developed to provide the management the appropriate information
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This research project deals with information systems
development. It is principally an applied research as it is based
on a real case Of a medium size manufacturing company in Hong
Kong. The objective of the research project is:
To develop an integrated information system which
solves the problems faced by the company's management.
In this chapter, we will first present a brief review from
literature about what information systems are, and what
information system development cycle is. We conclude this chapter
with a description of the structure of this report.
1.1 Information System
An information system may be defined as one that provides
historical information, information on the current status, and
projected information, all appropriately summarized for those
having an established need to know. The information must be
provided in a time frame that will permit meaningful decision
making at a nonprohibitive cost.
2Introduction
It is a communication process in which data are recorded and
processed for further operational uses. Alternatively, an
information system is one that collects, processes, stores, and
distributes information to aid in decision making for the
managerial functions of planning, organizing, directing,
controlling, and staffing a business organization. An information
system includes functions such as information storage and
retrieval as well as all of the aspects of data communications.
It can be looked upon as the binding together of the entire
organization into an effective integrated flow of information.
Moreover, an information system allows an information channel
which serves as a means of improving the day-to-day operations and
in future planning.
An information system should provide information that is
consistent, accurate, timely, efficient, economically feasible,
and relevant. Information with these characteristics has to cater
to the needs of the user. A well-designed and properly developed
information system should meet the needs of both the entire
organization and each component part of the organization with a
minimum'of duplication of the stored data. It can provide reports
to management that would not be feasible by other methods, and
also provide them with more speed and more accuracy.
The concept of data base is the heart of an information
system. Data base is the centralized master file of basic
information that is available to any authorized person within the
firm. A data base should provide for rapid retrieval of accurate
and relevant information. Data base refers to a set of logically
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connected files that have a common method of access between them.
They are the sum total of all the data that exist within the
organization or within a specific department. Computer programs
are written to enable quick storage and retrieval of the requested
data.
1.2 Information System Development Cycle
System development takes careful planning. First, the output
needed for decisions making must be ascertained. Then a
feasibility study needs to be conducted to determine whether or
not a system can be designed to produce the desired output, given
the firm's objectives and constraints. Systems specifications
must next be defined in operational terms. This includes what
sorts of outputs and inputs are, and the frequencies that they are
produced or collected. Computer programs need to be written, forms
for collecting data designed,. and operational procedures
established. Once the system is thoroughly tested and the results
are found satisfactory, conversion must taken place. This entire
process is called the information system development cycle and is
charted in Figure 1-1.
1.3 Structure of the Report
Chapter 2 is a description of the company background and the
problem analysis. Based on the analysis of the problem, we will
establish an outline of our solution and its design rationale in
Chapter 3. This entails a discussion of the operating softwares
and the hardwares used in the integrated information system. In
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Exhibit 1-1 Flowchart for system development and redevelopment process
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Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, each database file and program will then
be discussed in details. The evaluation of the system is covered
in Chapter 6 where we examine the benefits and limitations of the
integrated information system, the direction for future works,
and a conclusion of our practical learning experience. System





Maloot Moulds Ltd. is a private limited company specialised
in manufacturing injection moulds. Maloot Moulds is wholly owned
by Juan Felipe. Felipe is fifty two years old now, and he is an
Amercian of Spanish extraction. Felipe received his engineering
education from the Lehigh University, and received two more higher
degrees in production engineering from the University of Arizona
and the University of Chicago in the 50s. He soon joined the
Jervis Toys Inc., a multinational toy company. During the 60s,
Jervis Toys subcontracted a lot of toy manufacturing to
manufacturers in the South East Asia, especially Hong Kong. These
products were then marketed in the United States. As these
subcontractors or suppliers in the South East Asia were not that
technically advanced, Jervis Toys had to send their personnels to
help and supervise the production in South East Asia. Felipe was
sent as an engineering support staff to Hong Kong to assist Hong
Kong manufacturers to provide products which meet the quality
standards specified by Jervis Toys. Although Felipe travelled a
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lot between Hong Kong and the United States, he spent most of his
time in Hong Kong, and established a lot of relations and
contacts with the local community. He left Jervis Toys in 1976
before it finally went broke in 1977. During these years of
swinging between the United States and Hong Kong, he had saved a
certain sum of money. He felt that he had experience and
expertise in moulds making and plastic industry, so it was time
for himself to make his own venture. In 1976, he opened TET (H.K.)
Ltd in Hong Kong which acted as an agent of Texas Engineering
Tools Inc., a specialist of high quality mould supplies and parts.
Through his connections, he was able to secured a very large
discount. from Texas Engineering Tools,. Inc., and traded these
mould supplies to Hong Kong companies. He also taught in Kowloon
Polytechnic evening courses in mould design in order to establish
more potential customer contacts. Business went up well, and he
decided making moulds for plastic injection and established Maloot
Moulds Ltd. in 1981.
Maloot Moulds was in the business of manufacturing mould at
its beginning. It exported premium moulds to companies in the
United States or produced for local subsidiaries of foreign
companies. Most of the moulds were designed by the customers, and
Maloot Moulds was required to produce these moulds to their
specifications. Since no design is prefect, modifications on mould
design were necessary from time to time, and Maloot Moulds had to
undetake these extra responsibility. Any alternations to mould
design had to be approved by the customers first. This helped
Maloot Moulds to build up its engineering department. Production
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processes involve fitting, electric discharge machining, lathe,
millng, pantograph, heat treatment, polishing and mould testing.
Testing of moulds requires installing moulds onto an injection
machine, and tests out whether the moulded products satisfy
quality requirements. Maloot Moulds owned several injection
moulding machines for the testing purpose. Soon Felipe found that
most of the time these injection machines were idle. These
injection moulding machines could be used to produce plastic
products. Felipe then started designing plastic products himself,
and produced them in Maloot Moulds. He also established another
company Solhorse Ltd. to assembly those plastic products. In order
to assume the least possible personal liability, he opened another
trading company, Klima Trading Ltd to handle the trading of these
plastic products. Klima also acts as the parent company of his
other three companies. The interrelationship of companies are
shown in Figure 2-1.
The nature of production processes of mould making and
plastic products manufacturing is quite different. The tooling
section is a job shop whereby products take a relatively long time
to finish, and a group of workers are assigned to certain job and
worked on it from the beginning to the completion. However, the
moulding section resembles a flow production. The auditor for
Maloot. Moulds advised Felipe to create two artificial accounts,
Maloot Moulds £1 (for tooling) and Maloot Moulds £2 (for
moulding), to record the various financial transactions pertaining
to Maloot Moulds day to day operation. The Maloot Moulds £1
business accounts for a large portion of the consolidated profits,
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Klima Trading Ltd.
Maloot Moulds Ltd TET (H.K.) Ltd. Solhorse Ltd.
Maloot Moulds Ltd £1 (tooling section)
•Maloot Moulds Ltd £2 (moulding section)
Fig. 2-1 Related companies of Maloot Moulds
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and is the focus of this research study.
2.2 Maloot Moulds Ltd. £1
Maloot Moulds is situated in Tsuen Wan, an industrial area
in the western part of the Kowloon peninsula. The plant occupies
the whole ground floor of the Tai Fat Industrial Building. The
whole floor area is approximately 700 square meters. It houses an
office for Maloot Moulds and TET (H.K.), a store room for mould
parts and components which are collectively called consummable
store, and the production area. The production area is divided
naturally into two sections: Maloot Moulds £1, the tooling
section, and Maloot Moulds £2, the moulding section. There are
about 90 employees working one shift in the tooling section, and
about 15 employees working tow shifts in the moulding section
working in two shifts. Typical machines in most Hong Kong mould
makers can be found in the Maloot Moulds production shop. In
addition, there are two EDM machines. The company also plans to
acquire some numerical control machines in the future in order to
further improve its technical capabilities. The Maloot Moulds can
produce moulds at about 50% of what would be charged by a U.S.
mould makers. However, the Maloot Moulds £1 operation is very
expensive, the production cost is about 20% higher than the local
mould makers. But the product from Maloot Moulds is of such
superior quality that many.U.S. customers come to Maloot Moulds
through word-of-mouth recommendation. Moreover, Maloot Moulds
also subcontracts a lot of works to the local subcontractors in
order to reduce costs. The company, however, keeps a close watch
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on the quality. The organisational structure of Maloot Moulds is
simple. Some of the responsilities and/or authorities are however
ill-defined. A sketch of the organisation structure is outline in
Figure 2-2.
2.3 Problems Analysis
Maloot Moulds is a young company, and it expands at a very
fast rate. The key problem faced in managing the company is that
the company is getting too large for the director to control.
There are no paper work system to help the director in seeing what
is happening in the company and what he should do about that. The
following symptoms will illustrate:
1) Although the accounting staff report to the director
directly, these staffers are always busy in making payroll
calculation, establishing accounts receivable and accounts
payable status, and matching cheques with invoices.
Payroll takes two people working two full days to finish.
Duplication of checks or over payment on checks sending
out to creditors are common. Under statement of invoices
sending out to customers are not unrare. Purchase
discounts are missed because of late preparation of
accounts payable report.
2) There is only an 'brief oral report on how various jobs
are progressed. The director can get a faint idea, if any,
on how much are spent by which job. As a result, he does











Fig. 2-2. Organization chart
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factory.
3) As a result of ambiguous status of work in progress, the
director has difficulty in telling whether certain
projects earn money or not. There is no indication on how
close the estimation of costs, and the quotes are to the
actual costs incurred. Thus the accuracy of quotations to
customers relies heavily on the judgement (and perhaps
integrity) of the production manager who prepares the
quotation.
4)The effectiveness of direct labor is a good input for the
director to determine whether to make subcontraction or
produce moulds inhouse. The effectiveness of direct labor
can be indicated by the average hourly rate. Nevetheless,
the director does not have a good picture of the
effectiveness of the direct labour. He only can estimate
the hourly rate by dividing the wages paid out and the
total possible available hours. Such method does not take
care of the late hours, absence of workers, and the effect
of overtime.
As the company is getting larger and larger, Felipe can no
longer watches everything as he did at the startup stage of the
company. He has to delegate some of his works to his subordinates
to share the workload. Felipe did a good job in delegating
authority and responsibility to his subordinates. However, a
problem immediately props up is how he could know that his
subordinates are doing their jobs, and what the present status of
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the company is. He needs to have information to make control. Yet
the plant is almost out of his control. He basically knows few
things about what is happening in the factory. His information
source( i.e. accounting staff) seems too busy with their day-
to-day fire fighting. There is no system installed to enable the
director to trace and track the situations and progress of the
company. Therefore, a system must be developed to provide more
useful, timely, accurate information to the management in order to
secure better control.
CHAPTER III
PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTION
3.1 Rationale of the Solution
As discussed in Chapter 2, the key issue faced by the
company is a lack of a system which provides timely, useful and
accurate information to the director for decision making and
effective control of the company. The sideline i ue is the
inefficiency of staff. This points directly to an integrated
information system as a solution to the problem. This is because
an well designed and properly developed integrated information
system can provide useful and accurate information for management
in a very short time.
However, there are complexities and points to consider in
rendering the exact details of the information system:
1) Maloot Moulds £1 makes moulds. This is basically a job
shop operation. Determination of cost of a job (which is
also called an project in the factory) would be fairly
straightforward. Most of the material and labor costs can
be attributed to a job. Unallocated overhead and
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materials cost can be apportioned to jobs on an equitable
basis, such as the net total hours worked on the jobs
during the accounting period. Nevertheless, some of the
financial transactions, which should have been put under
the Maloot Moulds £2 account, are still considered under
the Maloot Moulds £1 accounts. This is purely due to
historical reason, and the company making the switch.
While changes are still under way, this issue must be
addressed in the information system.
2) Many transactions are made with related companies owned
by Felipe. For example, customer who buys Maloot Moulds
£2 products may write a cheque to Maloot Moulds £1. This
is quite reasonable since the customers would not
distinguish Maloot Moulds £1 and Maloot Moulds £2, which
is an'artifical internal arrangement. The information
system must be capable of handling these situations.
3) There is a trend for increasing amount of subcontracted
works to local subcontractors since the Maloot Moulds
shop is more expensive. The impact is that more people
will be involved in the subcontraction negotiation and
follow- up process. This may create potential problems of
confusion, subcontracted work progress control, or even
opportunities for bribery.
The time required in providing information should be
short. There are two ways to satisfy this requirements:
to increase the number of staff or to automate part of
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the process. The choice depends on the technical
competence of the accounting staff, costs involved and
ease of coordination within the systems.
5) The level of technical competence of the office staff is
ordinary, and the impact of introducing the computer
system is not clear. Systems change resistance from the
production people must be prepared for since they need to
submit more data to the system on a regular basis.
Based on these constraints and the analysis of the problems,
we recommend a customised and computerised information system be
designed and developed to solve the management problem. This is
rested on the following premises:
1) The need for an integrated information system is obvious.
The installation of such system will enable feeding
useful and accurate information at the opportune moment
to the director for him to exercise tighter control.
2) The use of computer will improve efficiency, and reduce
human interventions and substantially lower the
possibility of frauds and confusion.
3) The technical complexities in the processing requirements
of data mandates the need for in house developed
application softwares. There are no off-the-shelf
softwares available in Hong Kong to handle related
companies transactions, and to simultaneously record
financial transactions and production information for a
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job shop manufacturing process.
An information system includes hardware, operating softwares
and application softwares. We recommend that an IBM Personal
Computer AT be installed for this medium size manufacturing
company. Althought IBM AT is claimed to be a personal computer,
it is as powerful as a minicomputer. We also recommend dBASEIII
to be used as the supporting operating software. This is because
this software allows convenient data structuring, processes
efficient and fast sorting routines, provides easy command
language for applications development, and is highly flexible.
3.2 The Operating Software- dBASEIII
dBASEIII is a relational database management system which
runs on disk operating system MS-DOS or PC-DOS version 2.0 or
higher. This powerful database system was developed from the
basis of dBASEII by Ashton-Tate for 16-bit microcomputer in 1984.
dBASEIII can be run on IBM Personal Computer, IBM XT, IBM AT,
COMPAQ computer or other 100% IBM PC Compatibles with minimum of
memory of 256K bytes. The computer system should have two 360K
floppy disk drives or one 360K floppy drive and a hard disk. The
printer can be any printer with 80 column capacity.
The original dBASEIII system disk has been copy-protected by
a software protection system called PROLOK. 'PROLOK does not
prevent the disk from being copied, but copies of a PROLOKed disk
are useless unless the original disk is in one of the floppy
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drives.
The dBASEIII database system can handle a maximum of 15
files, including a maximum of 10 database files or index files,
at the same time. There are no limit on number of databases. For
each database file, over a billion records can be held. A
maximum of 128 fields or 4,000 character can be held in a record.
With the powerful, yet simple, English-like command, interactive
application systems can be easily developed. A record can be
added in or deleted from a database file with just a single
command. All or part of a file can be selected and displayed on
the screen or printed as a report. By its ultra-fast multi-field
SORT command, ultra-fast FIND command and indexed files, the
records in dBASEIII database files can be kept in order and
information can be found in seconds, no matter how large the
database file is. All these features make dBASEIII the ideal
database system for the accounting system of Maloot Moulds.
3.3 The Hardware- IBM Advanced Techology Personal Computer
The system in Maloot Moulds consists of an IBM Personal
Computer AT with 512KB user memory on board, one 360KB floppy
diskette drive, one 1.2MB floppy drive, one 20MB fixed disk, a
TVM 12.5 color monitor, an EPSON FX100+ 132 column printer, and
an electric current stabilizer.
The IBM Personal Computer AT has faster processing speed,
more user memory, and greater disk storage capacity than previous
personal computers from IBM. The enhanced capabilities of the
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IBM Personal Computer AT are provided by advanced computing
hardwares, such as:
1) High speed processor
The IBM Personal Computer AT's 16/2)4-bit Intel 80286
microprocessor accesses and moves information as much as
two to three times faster than other IBM PCs and provides
fast, direct acess to as much as 3MB (3,072,000
characters)- the equivalent of more than 1,500 pages of
user memory.
2) Optional high-speed calculations
To speed up processing of mathematical problems, a
plug-in Intel 80267 Math Co-processor can be added.
3) Advanced ROM
The IBM Personal Computer AT comes with 64KB of Read
Only Memory (ROM), which includes an enhanced version of
the BASIC programming language and an automatic self-test
of system components when the system is turned on.
Up to 3MB of user memory
The system comes with 512KB memory on board.
Additional memory expansion option cards permit memory to
be increased. to 3MB.
5) Up to 41.2MB of data storage
The IBM Personal Computer AT can a.ccess- on a diskette
or fixed disk- to extensive personnel, customer or
product files to a large data base to comprehensive
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financial records. A slimline 1.2 MB diskette drive is
standard on the IBM Personal Computer AT. It can store a
total of 1,288,800 characters of information- the
equivalent of about 600 pages- on a single diskette when
used with the IBM Disk Operating System (DOS) 3.00.
The IBM Personal Computer AT also contains a high-
speed, high-capacity fixed disk drvie that provides up to
20 MB of information storage (20,480,000 characters)- up
to 10,000 pages. Dozens of programmes and data files can
be stored on the fixed disk for immediate retrieval when
they are needed.
On the IBM Personal Computer AT- which contains one
1.2MB diskette drive- a second 1.2MB diskette drive or a
360KB diskette drive can be added. Or, for more storage,
a second 20MB hard disk drive can be added.
The IBM Personal Computer AT system Unit offers program
and data storage capacity of up to 1l1.2MB- more than
21,000 pages- with a combination of one 1.2MB diskette
drive and two 20MB fixed disk drive.
7) Enhanced keyboard
The IBM Personal Computer AT Keyboard is an enhanced
version of the easy-to-use IBM PC Keyboard. It has a
standard typewriter. layout, a separate 10-key calculator
keypad, and 10 function keys for frequently used program
commands. Enter and shift keys have been enlarged to
assist data entry. Green LED indicators light when
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Number Lock, Scroll Lock and Caps Lock keys are in
use to help quickly determination of the status of keys.
A special keylock helps prevent unauthorized use of the
computer.
8) Easy expansion
The IBM Personal Computer AT System Unit contains eight
expansion slots for inserting adapter cards that support
additional memory and optional devices. One slot is
occupied by a standard Fixed Disk Drive/Dislette Drive
Adapter. The remaining slots can be used for many
optional devices, such as memory expansion cards, display
adapters and communications adapters.
Perhaps one of the best features of the IBM Personal
Computer AT *is its compatiblity with other IBM Personal
Computers. An extensive library of existing softwares can be run
on this more powerful system.
CHAPTER IV
SYSTEMS SPECIFICATIONS
The objective of the Maloot Moulds integrated information
system is to solve the problem the company management faced.
However, due to time constraints, we have to limit the scope of
the information system study. In this research report, only the
following systems will be covered: Bookkeeping System, Accounting
System, and the supporting systems which include Log-On System,
Payroll System, Jobcard System, Timecard System, Personnel
System, Consummable System and Estimate System.
In this and the next chapter, we will see the details of the
Maloot Moulds integrated information system. These entail four
steps:
1) We specify the outputs the information system will
produce. These outputs are based on the perceived needs
of management and the analysis of the Maloot Moulds's
problems.
2) The inputs required to produce the output are
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specified. It is attempted to minimize the change in the
input requirements in order to ensure the least
resistance to system change.
3) The exact implementation of the systems involves the
writeup of the programs which turn the data into useful
management information. The discussion of this
implementation includes an examination of the
interrelationships among various systems, the systems
which ensures data security, and the general principle
related to backup procedures.
4)The various supporting systems, the Bookkeeping System
and Accounting System will be elaborated in Chapter 5.
A note on terminology would be useful at this point in order
to avoid confusion in later discussion. The Maloot Moulds
integrated information system comprises many subsystems. When
isolated out, subsystems are systems themselves, albeit lower in
the hierachy of systems structure. Moreover, whenever an user
has accessed to the integrated system,. he will be allowed options
to choose various subsystem. From the users point of view, he
would perceive these options of selecting subsystems as different
functions. Thus, when we come to a description of the integrated
information system, it is clear that subsystem refers to a
collection of related application softwares, while function
refers to the use of a certain subsystem. In later discussion, we
will just use the term system, subsystem and functions
interchangably, the appropriate distinction among the three will
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be clear from the context.
4.1 System Specifications
4.1.1 Output Requirements
We recommend that the information system should produce the
following reports:
Payroll:
1) autopay application form to be submitted to the bank
at the end of every pay period. This form should
indicate the amount of wages and/or salaries to be
transferred from and paid by the company to the
workers and the staff.
2) timeslip produced at the end of every pay period. The
timeslip will reproduce the timecard data for each
workers, and the total wages each worker would receive
for that pay period. The timeslip will be distributed
to the workers so that they can counter check.whether
the time data and wage are correct or not.
3) hourly rate report produced at the end of every pay
period. This report should indicate the total wages
net of bonuses paid out, the total bonuses, the total
normal hours available for production, the total
overtime hours, the total hours available for
production, the total hours lost due to absence, and
due to lateness, the average normal hourly rate, and
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the average net hourly rate. For management comparison
purpose, the report should also include the same set
of information for last eight pay periods.
Jobcards:
1) monthly report of distribution of direct labor hours
by date. The report should show how many labor hours
are channeled to which project at which date. The
report also sums total direct labor hours directed
into each project for the whole month, and the total
hour used in production.
2) monthly report of distribution of direct labor hours
by production processes. The production processes are
classified into six types: electric discharge
machining, fitting, lathe, milling, pantographing, and
others. The report also sums total direct labor hours
put into each project for the whole month, and the
total hours used in production. This report must be
tallied with the monthly report of distribution of
direct labor hours by date.
Accounting:
1) monthly job status report. This reports the worked
hours channeled into each project in total and in each
category of production process. The report also states
the costs incurred for each project in total and its
breakdown into labor cost, direct material cost,
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overhead cost and subcontractor charge. The actual
cost and production data are compared with the
estimation data to show the progress of each project.
2) the general ledgers
3) the monthly report of manufacturing summary, the
monthly income statement, and the monthly balance
sheet.
the monthly report of accounts payable outstanding,
and the printed checks which pay these payables
5).the monthly report of accounts receivable
6) the printed invoices to be sent out to the customer
wherever needed.
4.1.2 Input Requirements
The output reports can be produced only if there are data to
be processed. The data input and processing functions are grouped
into the following subsystems and functions:
0) Log-On System: this system is to allow only authorized
access to the system only.
1) Estimate System: this system allows input of estimation
data for each project. The system must ensure that there
is only one record for each project.
2) Personnel System: this allows input of personnel data.
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The system must ensure that there is only one record for
each employee. There are three situations where the data
in the personnel system needs to be changed. The
personnel data needs to be updated when workers or staff
quit. The second situation is when there are changes in
their personnel data such as a change of hourly work rate
or salary. The third situation is when a new employee is
hired. Whenever a new kid comes to the factory, he needs
to fill out a job application form. The data on this job
application form will provide data input to the personnel
system.
3) Timecard System: this is used to record the time when an
employee comes to the factory in the morning, leaves for
lunch, comes back from lunch, and leaves the factory for
home. Workers need to clock in every time they enter or
leave the factory, these data are recorded physically in
the timecards. These timecard data need to be input to
the computer as they are the basis for payroll
caculation. The system should be able to identify the
amount of overtime hours, late hours and hours of
absence, and nature of the absence i.e. absence with
leave or without leave, etc. Since the timecard will be
used for payroll, the system must ensure that there is
only one record for each employee on each work day.
4) Jobcards System: this is used to record the number of
hours workers used in each project on each work day, and
the type of works they performed on the project. The
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jobcards data are recorded down at the back of the
timecards. These jobcards data are filled-out by the
factory supervisors. every work day. As the jobcards data
will be used in labor hours distribution reports and in
job costing, the system must ensure that there is only
one jobcard record for each employee on each work day.
Moreover, the system has to make sure that the time
recorded in timecard must also be matches with the
jobcards data. Any difference of amount of time between
jobcard and timecard data must be accounted for.
5) Consummable System: this is used to record in dollar
terms the amount of consummable store used for each
project. The data is input every week, and is submitted
from the factory foremen to the accounting department.
6) Payroll System: this consists of two parts:pay
adjustment function and the payroll processing function.
The pay adjustment function is used to allow for any
addition or subtraction to pay due to various reasons
such as incorrect timecard data input, or change in work
rate which was not updated in previous payroll. The
payroll processing function basically summarises timecard
data to produce the autopay application form to bank,
timeslips, and the hourly rate report.
7) Job Costing System: this consists of summarizing the
jobcards data into report of distribution of direct labor
hours by date and report of distribution of direct labor
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hours by production processes. During the process of
summarising the data, the system is also required to
record down the additions of direct labor costs to the
associated projects. Finally, the system will need to
allocate the direct material costs to the corresponding
projects.
8) Bookkeeping System: this consists of recording the
inflows and outflows of money through invoices coming in
from creditors, invoices sending out to customers, checks
coming in from customers, and checks going out to
creditors. The data comes directly from the invoices and
checks. The system is the key element of the integrated
information system, and the invoices and checks have to
be input as soon as they are arrived in the factory so
that the information on the monthly accounting reports
are as current as possible. The system will also need to
automatically update information related to equipment and
hire purchase. Another important function of this system
is to ensure that the amount of checks is matched with
the total amount of invoices paid by that check. Any
difference must be accounted for, as this difference has
a direct bearing on the accounts payable and/or accounts
receivable.
9) Accounting System: this is comprised of two functions:the
reporting function, and the printing function. The
printing function will allow the automatic and selective
printing of out-going checks and out-going invoices. The
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reporting function requires only one input from the
users, namely, the ending stock of materials purchased
for trading purpose. The reporting function is the
operating arm of the accounting system to produce the
various accounting reports. In order to generate
accounting reports in accordance with the standard
accounting principles, the reporting function needs to
account for the amortization expense of insurance, hire
purchase, and depreciation of assets.
4.2 Overview
As have been discussed previously, the integrated
information system is comprised of the following systems:
personnel, estimate, timecard, jobcards, payroll, job costing,
bookkeeping and accounting and log-on system. Totally there are
32 database files, indexed by 38 index files and interrelated
with each other through totally 82 programs. There are in
addition four memory files to assist in the working of the whole
integrated information system. A list of-the databases and the
corresponding index files is shown in Appendix A-1. The
relationship between various programs will be shown in later
section when appropriate. A brief list of the statistics of these
files is shown in Exhibit 4-1.
4.2.1 Data Security
Faulty data will give senseless results while incorrect
processing of data provides nonsense and in some cases destroys
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TOTAL 32 38 82
exhibit 4-1. Statistics of data files and
programs in each system
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valuable data. Data security is thus a vital issue in the design
and development of an information system. In the Maloot Moulds
integrated information system, this issue of data security is
taken care of by three data security measures: system guard,
external backup and internal backup. System guard is performed
through the system lock and the log-on system, both of which
allows authorised access only. The functions subsequently
selected by a user will be recorded automatically, and only top
management is allowed to review this function usage information.
The external backup procedure basically enables extra software
copies be made every day and every month on floppy discs. These
backup copies are created through the DOS special command
BACKUP which the integrated information system automatically
issues. Backup operations are done on a monthly or daily basis.
Daily backup files are made only to those files which have been
updated in the last work day. Monthly backup operation however
covers all the files stored in the hard disk. The internal backup
follows the grandfather-father-son principle. This is
demonstrated in Exhibit 4-2. Thus before file XYZ is processed, a
copy of the old version of XYZ (i.e. B1XYZ, the father) is made
as B2XYZ (the grandfather), and a copy of this version of XYZ
(son) is made as B1XYZ (the father). It should be noted that the
old version of the grandfather is gone. This practice of internal
backup is strictly observed whenever there are processing
requirements on the data.
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XYZ to be updated XYZ
\processed
initial state after processing
exhibit 4-2. Grandfather- father- son principle
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4.2.2 Precedence Relation Among Systems
The precedence relationship among these various systems is
shown in Exhibit 4-3. This precedence relation among the systems
must be strictly followed in order to produce the appropriate
reports specified by system output requirements, and to ensure
proper and meaningful working of each of the subsystem. The
precedence relationship is described below:
1) Personnel data for workers must be present in the
personnel database before their timecards can be entered
in the timecard system.
2) Payroll can be effected only when relevant personnel
information have been input in the timecard system and
the personnel system.
3) Jobcards can be entered only when the timecard has been
entered. This is to ensure that time accounted for in
wages calculation is identical to that allocated to jobs.
4) Costing projects in direct labour and production overhead
can be done only when there are such data in jobcard
system and the bookkeeping system. Moreover, this job
costing system will intereact with the accounting system
in the process of allocating of production overhead, and
providing information of work-in-progress and cost of
goods sold. The reporting of job status also requires the
estimate data to make comparion. This definitely requires
data input from the estimate system.
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personnel system
tiaecard systew payroll system
jobcard system consuiab1e system
(bookkeeping systeru)
estimate system
accounting systemjob costing system
exhibit 4-3. Systems relationship
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5) Consummable system records the direct material usages
from the consummable store, and this usage information is
a prerequisite to the job costing system and the
accounting system. Cost of material must be correct
before cost of goods sold and status of work in progress
can be meaningfully transferred to the income statement
and balance sheet. Thus, we see that consummable data
must be ready before accounting statements can be
prepared.
In short, the procedures are
1) timecard and jobcard data are entered and counter checked
everyday
2) estimate data for projects are entered as required or
when available
3) consummable store data are entered and checked every week
invoices and checks coming in or sending out are
entered, printed and checked everyday
5) invoices sending out for purchase orders coming in are
created as need arises
6) payroll is executed every half month
7) jobcards processing is executed every month
8) accounting reporting is executed every month after
jobcards processing
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9) checks sending out are printed every month





This system is used to allow authorised usage of the
computer, and to allow certain functions to certain users only.
Since the log-on system is started at the booting up stage, it
would be preferable to use the DOS control languages and BASIC
programs to make the necessary control points in allowing access
to the central part of the system.
The /AUTOEXEC.BAT program will be executed everytime the
computer is booted. It is also the control file for the log-on
system. This batch file passes control to the BASIC program
/DOS/DATES.SRC. This program generates another batch file
/BATCH/MENU.BAT. /BATCH/MENU..BAT will determine whether a daily
backup, a monthly backup, and/or a payroll should be made. The
generation of the /BATCH/MENU.BAT by /BATCH/DATES.SRC (another
BASIC program) requires data from the data file
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/BATCH/DATES.DAT. /BATCH/DATES.DAT contains four dates, the
first one refers to the last daily backup, the second one the
last monthly backup, the third one the last payroll, and the
fourth date the last jobcards entry. Once the /BATCH/MENU.BAT has
been created, the data in the /BATCH/DATES.DAT are updated. The
/BATCH/DATES.SRC determines how to update the /BATCH/DATES.DAT-
by /DOS/UPDATE.MON or /DOS/UPDATE.DAY. Auxiliary template files
such as /BATCH/??-??-??.DAY, /BATCH/??-??-??.MON, /BATCH/??-??-
??.PAY, and /BATCH/FINISHED are used to test the control in the
/BATCH/MENU.BAT to see whether on the same day, backup or payroll
has been done or needed to be done. These auxiliary template
files will.be updated by /BATCH/MENU.BAT.
The /AUTOEXEC.BAT will then execute /DOS/PASSKEY.BAS,
another BASIC program. This program will prompt input of password
from a user, and matches this password input with the data in
file /DOS/PASSWORD.FIL. The /DOS/PASSWORD.FIL contains the
password, and the codes of function which user can access. Once
the password is verified correct, the user will be prompted to
select options of the functions he is pre-assigned. These
functions are cross-referenceed from the /DOS/PASSWORD.FIL to the
/DOS/FUNCTION.FIL. A record of the latter data file contains
function code, function control command for each function. The
/DOS/PASSKEY.BAS takes the input function code, finds the
corresponding function control command in /DOS/FUNCTION.FIL,
executes the /BATCH/MENU.BAT, updates the /DBASE/CONFIG.DB which
determines the path for searching data files or program files,
and executes the function selected. Once the user quits the
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function, the control will be looped back to /DOS/PASSKEY.BAS and
the whole cycle repeats.
5.1.2 Estimate System
The objective of this system is to allow input of data
pertaining to the various estimates of a job of making mould. The
data is kept in the /DATA/ESTIMATE.DBF. The data will be used in
comparison with actual cost and production data of each job. The
data will also form a basis for later systematic analysis for
price quotation. The structure of the database /DATA/ESTIMATE.DBF
must reflect the variables that affect the cost of production and
the production data as well. It has been identified that the cost
of producing a mould is affected by the dimensions of the mould
base, the number of cavities inside the mould, the projected area
of the mould, the type of steel used. The other production data
that will be used in monitoring progress of each job is the labor
hours used in each production process. Thus the data structure is
designed and shown in Exhibit 5-1. The programs used in this
system are
1) /ESTIMATE/ESTIMATE.PRG- this is the control program
which allows either options of entering data, or printing
out data in the database.
2) /ESTIMATE/APESTIMA.PRG- this program will determine
whether an input project has already been entered. The
control is passed to either appending data if no record
is found in the database. Otherwise the user needs to
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The unique code for a project
The name of a client
Estimate of hours used in e.d.u.
Estimate of hours used in fitting
Estimate of hours used in lathe
Estimate of hours used in milling
Estimate of hours used in pantograph
Estimate of hours used in polishing
Estimate of hours used in mould testing
The type of steel used in the base
The type of steel used in the mould
The length of the mould base
The width of the mould base
The height of the mould base
The number of cavities in the mould
The projected area on the vertical plane
Estimate of labour cost
Estimate of material cost
Estimate of overhead
Estimate of the dollar amount of subcontractor works
The quote make to customer
Total
exhibit 5-1. Data structure of DATAESTIMATE.DBF
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determine whether to delete or modify the data. The
deletion and modifying of data is undertaken respectively
by the /ESTIMATE/DELESTIM.PRG and /ESTIMATE-
/MODESTIM.PRG. The whole process will ensure that no two
records will have the same PROJECT.
3) /ESTIMATE/PRESTIMA.PRG- this allows the user to print
the whole file of the database or a record of a
particular project
5.1.3 Personnel System
The objective of this system is to administer the personnel
information so that it could supply data for timecard system,
jobcard system and the payroll system. The various data needed
for personnel information are incorporated into the data
structure of /DATA/PERSONNE.DBF as shown in Exhibit 5-2.
The identity number for employee is less than 100 for
salary staff, and is greater than 100 for wage-earners. The field
YEARTODATE accumulates the annual salary or wages paid to the
employee. This information is used for filing personnel income
tax report with the Inland Revenue Department.
The programs used in this system are
1) /PERSONNE/PERSONNE.PRG- this is the control program
which allows either options of entering data, or printing
out data in the database.
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The unique identity number of the employee
The family name of the employee
The first name of the employee
The name of the employee's bank
The employee's account number at hisher bank
The numeric code of the bank's branch
The numeric code of the bank
The shows whether the employee is an apprentice
This code indicates the type of employment
The daily wage for worker or monthly salary for salary earner
The accumulated wages up to date
The date at which the employee is hired
Total
exhibit 5-2. Data structure of DATAPERSQNNE.DBF
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2) /PERSONNE/APPERSON.PRG- this program determines whether
an input identity number has already been entered. The
control is passed to either appending data if no record
is found in the database. Otherwise the user needs to
detemine whether to delete or modify the data. The
deletion and modifying of data is undertaken respectively
by the /PERSONNE/DEPERSON.PRG and /PERSONNE-
/MOPERSON.PRG. The whole process ensures that no two
records will have the same identity number.
3) /PERSONNE/PRPERSON.PRG- this allows the user to print
the whole file of the database or records of a particular
employee.
5.1.4 Timecard System
The system is used for data administration of the timecard
data. The timecard data forms the prerequisite input for the
jobcard system and. the payroll system. For the timecard system
to work, the worker's identity number must be already present in
the personnel database. All the timecard data is contained in
/DATA/TIMECARD.DBF with a structure shown in Exhibit 5-3.
The user of the system only needs to input the identity
number, the date of work day, and the time at which the worker
arrives and leaves the company on that work day. The programs of
the system will automatically calculates various time data, and
ascertains the field DATE TYPE. A brief description of the
programs will clarify how this is achieved.
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The unique identity number of the employee
The date of the work day
The arrival time in the morning
The departure time for lunch
The arrival time from lunch
The departure time in the evening
The net normal work hour on that work day
The net overtime on that work day
The net late hour on that work day
The net absence hour on that work day
The code showing the type of absence on the work day
Total
exhibit 5-3. Data structure of DATATIMECARD.DBF
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1) /TIMECARD/TIMECARD.PRG- this is a control program which
allows options of entering timecard data or printing
timecard data
2) /TIMECARD/APTIME.PRG- this program checks whether at a
certain day, the worker's timecard data has been entered
or not. This is done by quickly searching the identity
number and the date of the work day in the timecard
database. If no record is previously entered, this
program will allow for data entry. If the data is already
included in the database, the control will pass to
modifying data using the program /TIMECARD/MODTIME.PRG or
deleting -the data with /TIMECARD/DELTIME.PRG. In all
cases, only the four time data (i.e. TIMEIN, LUNCHOU,
LUNCHIN, TIMEOUT) are required for data input. Once new
or edited time data are inputed, the control will pass to
/TIMECARD/CALTIME.PRG. This program checks for silly or
nonsense inputs, makes the appriopriate actions of
repeating the prompt for inputting again or calculates
the net normal work hours (RTIME), the net overtime hours
earned by the worker (OTIME), the hours of absence
(ABSENCE), the late hours (LTIME) at that work day.
/TIMECARD/CALTIME.PRG calculates the RTIME, OTIME, LTIME
and ABSENCE according to the following rules:




b) First overtime: 14:15p.m.-7:OOp.m.
allotment This overtime is counted
as 2 hours
c) Other overtime: From 7:00p.m, onwards, overtime
is calculated to the nearest 15 minutes. Thus if a
worker leaves at 7:114p.m., he does not earn any extra
overtime except the first overtime allotment. But if
he leaves at 7:15p.m., he earns 15 minutes of
overtime in addition to the first overtime allotment.
d) Every worker is allowed for lateness 5 minutes per
day. If he is late for more than 5 minutes, the
lateness will, however, be counted from 8:00a.m.
e) Worker who is absent without leave would have the
DATE-TYPE put equal to A, and the absence hour is 8
hours. Absence with approval and with leave with have
DATE TYPE set to- and* respectively, and both
cases would have zero absence hour. Further, for
absence with leave RTIME would be set to 8 hours and
the rest numeric fields to zero.
3) /TIMECARD/PRTIME.PRG- this program either prints the
whole database or a group of records. The group of




This system is similar to the timecard system. The main
function is to allow the inputing and editing of the jobcard
information. It includes another sideline function of updating
the completion status of project. The prerequisite for this
system is that timecard data and personnel data must be input
beforehand in the appropriate databases. This system will
accumulate data and keep them in the /DATA/JOBCARD.DBF. This data
will be summarized in a batch process in the job costing system.
Moreover, the jobcard data will be used in establishing the
degree of completion of each project, and the allocation of
production overhead. To satisfy these needs, the data structure
of /DATA/JOBCARD.DBF is designed and shown in Exhibit 5-4.
There would be several jobcard records for a worker on a
certain work day since he may work on more than one project on
the same day, or work on one project but in different production
process. However, there would be only one record for a worker who
works on one project in one kind of production process on a
certain work day.
The programs of this system are grouped under the directory
of /JOBCARDS. Moreover, the programs structure is similar to that
of the timecard system.:
1) /JOBCARDS/JOBCARDS.PRG- this allows options of entering
jobcard data, printing of jobcard data, and changing the
completion status of projects.
2) /JOBCARDS/MOJCARD.PRG- this is the control program for
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The unique identity number of the employee
The date of the work day
The unique code for a project
The dollar amount of direct labour charged to the project
The net total direct labor hour charged to the project
This code indicates the type of production process
Total
exhibit 5-4. Data structure of DATAJOBCARD.DBF
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jobcard data administration. It first prompts for the
date of the work day, and records the most recent work
date in a memory file /TIMECARD/LDATE.MEM. This memory
file has only one memory variable, WDATE which records
the lastest date of the jobcard entry. Input for identity
number is asked for by the program, and the program
checks whether jobcard record for a certain worker on a
certain day is already present in the database or not.
The control then passes to /JOBCARDS/APEJCARD.PRG for
appending new jobcard data, or to /JOBCARDS/MODJCARD.PRG
for modifying data, or to /JOBCARDS/DEEJCARD.PRG for
deleting jobcard record. Whenever new record is entered,
or old record is updated, the program will
a) check whether project is already existed or not. Since
the jobcard data will be used in job costing and
overhead allocation, the project must be present in
other databases which keeps the project information
as well. In this integrated information system,
project will be checked to see whether it is in
/DATA/OPENJOB.DBF, /DATA/JOBCOST.DBF, /DATA-
/JOBHOUR.DBF, and /DATA/JOBINF.DBF. The purposes of
these databases, and their data. structures will be
elaborated in the job costing system and the
bookkeeping system. Suffice it to say here that the
program /JOBCARDS/MOJCARD.PRG will try to ensure that
there is no missing of projects.
b) calculate the direct labor cost charged to a project
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and put it into AMOUNT. The amount is equal to the
hourly rate of the worker multiplied by the total
hours worked on that project. This means that even a
worker works overtime, hourly rate used is still the
normal hourly rate. Thus the amount recording the
direct labor cost will be smaller than the actual
payment to the worker in the form of wages. This
difference will be accounted for in the accounting
system as part of the production overhead which will
be apportioned.
c) check the total hours entered in jobcard-records for a
worker on a certain date to see wheteher they match
with the corresponding timecard data. Any excess
balance will be charged to a fictitious project 000-
00 which accumulates these production overhead.
d) check whether the type of production process is
correct or not. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are
six types of production processes. They are designated
as follows: E for electric discharge machining, F
for fitting, L for lathe, M for milling, P for
pantograph, and U for others. The default job type
is that the production process is an unclassified one,
and JTYPE will be set to U.
3) /JOBCARDS/OPENJOB.PRG- this program merely prompts input
of data to see whether a project is finished or its
subcontracted work is completed. Data for deadline and
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start date could also be entered.
5.1.6 Consummable System
This system is to record the usage of the consummable store.
This is done very week and before the end of every month. The
data will serve as an input to the accounting system in
determining the material cost, and to the job costing system in
making the direct material charges. The database
/DATA/CONSUMABL.DBF that keeps the consummable data is of a
structure shown in Exhibit 5-5.
The programs that interrelate the consummable database and
its index file are:
1) /CONSUM/CONSUMAB.PRG- this program performs the function
of appending data. If any record is incorrect, the users
can always enter a counter record which claims the same
WDATE, same PROJECT, but AMOUNT is an amount equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign.
2) /CONSUM/PRCONSUM.PRG- this allows printing groups of
data or the whole file of the /DATA/CONSUMABL.DBF.
5.1.7 Payroll System
The payroll system is required to perform two functions: to
allow pay adjustment entries, and to process the timecard data to
produce the necessary reports, namely, the autopay application
form to bank, and the timeslip, and the-hourly rate report.
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The project which accounts for the consufnaable store usage
The last date of the work week
The aaount of consumable store charged to the project
Total
exhibit 5-5. Data structure of DATACONSUMAB.DBF
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The pay adjustment function is to allow for any extra
additon or reduction in pay to workers or salary staff. The data
is kept in /DATA/PAYADJ.DBF with a structure shown in Exhibit 5-
6.
This function is principally meant for cases of exception,
since the wages and salary should be correctly calculated in the
payroll processing. However, there are always cases, though very
infrequent, that there are some administrative delays or errors
which may lead to a over-payment or under-payment of
remuneration. Such function is provided solely for the purpose of
enhancing flexibility. There are only two programs in this
function:
1) /TIMECARD/APPAYADJ.PRG- this is to enable entering of
the pay adjustment data. Deleting or modifying data is
not included because
a) such requirement is very rare as the function is used
for exceptional cases,
b) if a user wants to delete the wrong record, he only
needs to add an extra record with field AMOUNT and
HOUR being set to the respective negative values of
the false record. This new record cancels out the
effect of the wrong record. In case of modifying of
record, the user only needs to delete the old record
in the way just mentioned, and create new correct
record.
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The unique identity number of the employee
The date of the work day
The dollar amount of adjusted pay
The project which accounts for the adjuseted pay
The type of production process
The number of hours charged to the project
Total
exhibit 5-6. Data structure of DATAPAYADJ.DBF
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2) /TIMECARD/PRPAYAD.PRG- this prints out the data in the
/DATA/PAYADJ.DBF.
The other major task of the payroll system is the production
of various payroll reports. Many databases will be affected when
the timecard database is summarised. These databases are
1) /DATA/PAYROLL.DBF( Exhibit 5-7)
This holds the summary data for the /DATA/TIMECARD.DBF.
Thus, the wage or salary to an employee will be the sum
of the BONUS and AMOUNT in the /DATA/PAYROLL.DBF, plus,
if any, pay adjustment in the /DATA/PAYADJ.DBF.
2) /DATA/PERDATA.DBF( in Exhibit 5-8)
The purpose of this database is to record all those
data related with leave, absence, and paid annual
holidays. These data will be vital in calculating the
Chinese New Year bonus.
3) /DATA/TIMECARD.DBF- the data in this database will be
removed once the payroll calculation is completed.
/DATA/PERSONNE.DBF- the field YEARTODATE will be updated
during payroll processing.
5) /DATA/PRODSTAT.DBF- it has the structure shown in
Exhibit 5-9
This database records the total hourly wage net of
bonuses, and total bonuses, total normal work hours,
total ovetime, total late hours, and total absence hours
for a pay period. This data will be used in the hourly
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Structure for database: /DATA/PAYROLL.DBF
Field Field nacre Type Dec RemarksWidth
The unique identity number of the employeeNumeric 51 IDN
Date 82 WDATE The last date of the payroll period
2 The worker's earned total normal work hours for the payroll perioiNumeric 63 RTIME
5 2 The worker's earned total overtime hours for the payroll periodNuMeri c4 OTIME
5 2 The worker's incurred total late hours for the payroll periodNumeric5 LTIME
5 2 The worker's incurred total absence hours for the payroll periodNumeric6 ABSENCE
7 2 The amount of merits pay earnedNumeric7 BONUS
2 The amount of pay earned (net of merits)9Numeric6 AMOUNT
51* Total**
exhibit 5-7. Data structure of /DATA/PAYROLL.DBF
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The unique identity number of the employee
The date of the work day
The code showing the type of absence on the work day
The total hour of the absence on the work day
TnfcaI
exhibit 5-8. Data structure of DATAPERDATA.DBF
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The date of the start day of the payroll period
The total amount of wages net of bonus for the payroll period
The total amount of merits for the payroll period
The total normal work hours for the payroll period
The total overtime for the payroll period
The total late hours for the payroll period
The total absence hours for the payroll period
Total
exhibit 5-9. Data structure of DATAPRODSTAT.DBF
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rate report.
6) /DATA/PAYADJ.DBF- the data in this database will be
removed once the payroll processing is finished.
7) /DATA/MPAYADJ.DBF- the structure of this database is
identical to /DATA/PAYADJ.DBF. Data of the /DATA-
/PAYADJ.DBF are accumulated in /DATA/MPAYADJ.DBF every
time payroll is done. This is because pay adjustment
would be done twice very month as there are two pay
periods per month. Moreover, pay adjustment data will not
only affect the payroll, but also job costing. However,
job costing system is run once a month. Hence the pay
adjustment data for a certain pay period must be kept in
the master pay adjustment database /DATA/MPAYADJ.DBF so
that data can be retrieved in job costing.
xll Lnese upaating ana cleaning or databases is carried out
by the /PAYROLL/PAYROLL.PRG. This program will first extract out
these timecard data from /DATA/TIMECARD.DBF within the pay period
and put this data into a temporary working database
/DATA/TIMEWORK.DBF, it will then clean the /DATA/TIMECARD.DBF.
The program then accumulates the /DATA/ PAYADJ.DBF data to the
/DATA/MPAYADJ.DBF. The next thing the program does is to prompt
the user to input the date of-the paid holidays within the pay
period. This is because in general there will be no timecard
records for those holidays. Any number of paid holiday dates can
be input. The program will then start calculating the wage
and/or salary, put the payroll data back into /DATA/PAYROLL.DBF,
and update the data in /DATA/PERSONNE.DBF. The rules for
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calculating wage, bonus and paid holiday pay follows:
1) hourly rate used is 50% more if the work day is Sunday or
paid holiday, or the hours earned is overtime.
2) worker who works with the factory for less than 3 months
are not entitled to paid holiday pay.
3) worker who was not absent or late for more than 30
minutes in total within the pay period will have bonus of
16 hours calculated at normal hourly rate.
4)The schedule for total absence hours effect on bonus is
total absence hours effective bonus in hours
0- 4 16-12




5) The schedule for total late hours effect on bonus is:







6) In deducting the bonus, both-of the absence and late
hours are considered together. In no cases would there be
any negative bonus.
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After the calculation, the autopay application form will be
printed out. The wages and salary will be stored into a memory
file /DBASE/MEMORY.MEM. This memory file contains several memory
variables whose significance will be described later. For payroll
processing, the memory variables affected are: WO which records
the total wages for the first pay period W1 which records the
total wages for the second pay period PO which records the total
wages for the first pay period P1 which records the total
wages for the second pay period. The /PAYROLL/PAYROLL.PRG will
also automatically execute /PAYROLL/PERREC.PRG which prints the
timeslip, and the /TIMECARD/PRODSTAT.PRG which prints the hourly
rate report.
5.1.8. Job Costing System
This system is used to summarise the information of
/DATA/JOBCARD.DBF to two databases /DATA/JOBHOUR.DBF and
/DATA/JOBCOST.DBF, and to produce the report of distribution of
direct labor hours by date and report of distribution of direct
labor hours by production process.
The /DATA/JOBCOST.DBF records the various cost elements of
each project. The cost elements are kept for two months only. The
/DATA/JOBHOUR.DBF also keeps data for two months, but it contains
all the labour hours content of each project. The structure of
the two databases are shown in Exhibit 5-10 and Exhibit 5-11
respectively.
To produce the reports, two auxiliary databases are used,
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The unique code for a project
The total material cost up to this month for
the project
The total overhead up to this month for
the project
The total direct labor cost (edm) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor cost (fitting) up to
this month for the project
The total direct labor cost (lathe) up to
this month for the project
The total direct labor cost (milling) up to
this month for the project
The total direct labor cost (pantograph) up to
this month for the project
The total direct labor cost (unclassified) up to
this month for the project
The total material cost up to last month for
the project
The total overhead up to last month for the project
The total direct labor cost (eda) up to last month
for the project
The total direct labor cost (fitting) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor cost (lathe) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor cost (milling) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor cost (pantograph) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor cost (unclassified) up to la;
month for the project
«Yhihit s-in ctrnrture of DATA.TOBCflST.DBI
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Structure for database: DATAJOBHOUR-DBF

































































The unique code for a project
The total direct labor hour (edit) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (fitting) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (lathe) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (milling) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (pantograph) up to this
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (unclassified) up to
this aonth for the project
The total direct labor hour (edm) up to last aonth
for the project
The total direct labor hour (fitting) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (lathe) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (milling) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (pantograph) up to last
month for the project
The total direct labor hour (unclassified) up to
last month for the project
Total
exhibit 5-11. Data structure of DATAJOBHOUR.DBF
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namely, DATAJCARDDAT.DBF and DATAJCARDTYP.DBF. The structure
of these two auxiliary databases is identical to that of
DATAJOBCARD.DBF. The whole process of creating data for
DATAJCARDDAT.DBF and DATAJCARDTYP.DBF, summarizing
information to DATAJOBHOUR.DBF and DATAJOBCOST.DBF from
DATAJOBCARD.DBF is done through the control program
JOBCARDSJOBPOST.PRG. The selection of job processing function
(i.e. executing JOBCARDSJOBPOST.PRG) is contained in
ACCOUNTSREPORT.PRG (see 5.2.1). This JOBCARDSJOBPOST.PRG
program executes JOBCARDSJCARDDAT.PRG which prints the report
of distribution of labor hours by date, and JCARDTYP.PRG which
prints the report of distribution of labor hours by production
process, after updating the DATAJOBHOUR.DBF and
DATAJOBCOST.DBF.
The last task the JOBCARDSJOBPOST.PRG does is to
distribute the direct material costs to the associated project.
These material costs are contained in the DATACONSUMMAB.DBF.
After assigning back the material costs to the respective
project, a dummy invoice is created in the DATAGETINV.DBF which
is used in the bookkeeping system to realise the direct material
costs and the reduction in the total quantity of the cosummable
store.
5.2 Bookkeeping System
The bookkeeping system consists of a 25 program files, 8
database files, 13 index files, and one memory file. The 25
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programs are interrelated so that each program can automatically
operate. The programs also interrelate the 8 database files.
When the programs are used to enter, modify, or report data, they
automatically enter, edit, update, and report from the relevant
database files. The 13 index files are used to rapidly point to
relevant information in the database files so that searching for
a record does not involve the sequential examination of each
record in a database file.
The foundation of the bookkeeping system rests on the book-
keeping requirement -to systematically record vouchers which
indicate the inflow or outflow of money as well as the
corresponding banking activities. The bookkeeping system
requires the bookkeeper to have only this very basic
understanding.
The structure and the function of each field of the database
files used in the bookkeeping system will be discussed first. The
function of each program of the system will be detailed in later
parts of this chapter.
5.2.1 Database Files
1) /DATA/GETINV.DBF
When checks and invoices are entered into the bookkeeping
system, they are entered into the database
/DATA/GETINV.DBF. /DATA/GETINV.DBF has 11 fields as
indicated on exhibit 5-12. It has two index files:
/DATA/GINVREF.NDX and /DATA/GPAIRUP.NDX. /DATA-
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FIELD FIELD NAME TYPE WIDTH DESCRIPTION
1 REFERENCE Character 8 Code to uniquely identify each entry
The first two characters of the code are either
Hi 10, CI, or CO which refer to Invoice coming in,
Invoice going out. Checks cosing in or Checks going
out respectively, to identify the bookkeeping
function.
The five characters which follow are merely the
numerical order of the bookkeeping transactions.
The last character indicates the number of entries









































Code to identify external coapany involved in
transaction
Date of invoice or check
Date of entry into the system
Due date of invoice
Aaount of invoice or check
Code to identify account to be debited or credited
Code to identify project to be debited or credited
Description of invoice or check
For invoice, reference number of checks pairup with
this invoice. For check, reference number of invoices
pairup with this check.
A logical field to indicate whether the invoice or
check has been posted to journal or not. True for
posted. False for did not post yet.
exhibit 5-12. Data Structure of DATAGETINV.DBF
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/GINVREF.NDX is indexed by REFERENCE. /DATA/GPAIRUP.NDX
is an index file with PAIRUP as index key field.
2) /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF
The /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF reconstructs the accounts
currently in use in the paper-and-pencil system.
/DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF has 16 fields as indicates in exhibit
5-13. It has three index file:/DATA/ACC CODE.NDX,
/DATA/ACC_NO.NDX, /DATA/ACC_NAME.NDX. The index key field
is ACC-CODE, ACC-NUMBER, ACC NAME.
3) /DATA/OPENJOB.DBF
/DATA/OPENJOB.DBF has thirteen fields as indicates in
exhibit 5-14. Each record of the database will store the
accumulated total cost per month of a project. It has
one index file, /DATA/OPENJOB1.DBF with PROJECT as the
index key field.
4) /DATA/JOBINF.DBF
The database /DATA/JOBINF.DBF stores project information
in its records to identify the payments status of the
project. It has twelve fields and two index files,
/DATA/JOBINF141.NDX and /DATA/JOBINF142.NDX, which are
indexed on PROJECT+INV REFER and PROJECT+CH REFER
respectively. The structure of JOBINF.DBF is shown on
exhibit 5-15. The implication of this structure will be
elaborated later.
5) /DATA/RELATION.DBF
/DATA/RELATION.DBF records the relation between company
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Structure for database: /DATA/ACCOUNT.dbf
Field Field nave Type Width Dec Remark
1 ACC NAME Character 50 Name of Accounting account or company name
2 ACC CODE Character 6 Code for identify the account
3 ACC_NUMBER Character 4 Code for identify the type of account
4 M1 Numeric 10 2 Amount for January
5 M2 Numeric 10 2 Amount for February
6 M3 Numeric 10 2 Amount for March
7 M4 Numeric 10 2 Amount for April
8 M5 Numeric 10 2 Amount for May
8 M6 Numeric 10 2 Amount for June
10 M7 Numeric 2 Anoun t for July10
11 MB Numeric 10 2 Amount for August
12 M9 Numeric 10 2 Amount for September
13 M10 Numeric 10 2 Amount for October
Numeric 10 2 Amount for November14 M11
10 L Amount for December15 M12 Numeric
** Total** 181
exhibit 5-13. Data Structure of /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAQPENJQB.dbf















































































exhibit 5-14. Data Structure of DATAQPENJQB.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAJOBINF.DBF




















































The invoice reference related to the project
The cheque reference related to the project
The unique code of the customer or the subcontractor
The unique code for a project
The amount of customer deposits, will be 0 if record for subcontract
The amount of subcontractor deposits, will be o if record for custom
The date of issuing the invoice cheque
The date at which the project is started
The deadline for completion of the project
This indicates whether the project has finished
This indicates whether the subcontracted work has finished
This indicates whether subcontractor charges have been realised
' Total
exhibit 5-15. Data Structure of DATAJOBINF.DBF
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(clients or vendors) and accounting accounts (eg. Direct
Material, Electricity charges etc.) DATARELATION.DBF
has two fields as shown in exhibit 5-16. It has one
index file DATAACC1_C0D.NDX the key field of which is
ACC1+ACC_CODE.
6) DATAHIRE.DBF
When information of hire purchase is entered, DATA-
HIRE.DBF will be called out automatically and the
information is stored in it. DATAHIRE.DBF has 7 fields
as indicates in exhibit 5-17. It is indexed on REFERENCE
to its index file DATAHIRE1.NDX.
7) DATAEQPT.DBF
DATAEQPT.DBF will be called out automatically when new
equipment is bought and invoice coming in is entered.
DATAEQPT.DBF has 8 fields, one index file DATA-
EQPT1.NDX with REFERENCE as the key index field. The
structure and description of DATAEQPT.DBF is shown on
exhibit 5-18.
8) DATAGETDIF.DBF
DATAGETDIF.DBF will be called out when entering check
coming in or check going out. When there are differences
between the amount of checks and invoice(s), the
differences are stored in DATAGETDIF.DBF.
DATAGETDIF.DBF has 3 fields, one index file
DATAGETDIF1.NDX on REFERENCE. The structure of
DATAGETDIF.DBF is shown on exhibit 5-19.
Systems Design
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Code for the conpany related
Code for accounting account related to the company99
Tr.f I
exhibit 5-16. Data Structure of DATARELATION.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAHIRE.dbf
Nusber of data records: 0
Date of last update: 012086

































Corresponding invoice reference nuaber
Code for coapany
Code for hire purchase account being affected





exhibit 5-17. Data Structure of DATAHIRE.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAEQPT.dbf









































Corresponding invoice reference nuaber
Code of account affected
Code for corresponding depreciation account affected
Naae of the equipsent purchased
Purchase price of the equipaent





exhibit 5-18. Data Structure of DATAEQPT.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAGETDIF.dbf
Number of data records: 0
Date of last update: 020186









Corresponding reference number of check
Code for account being affected
The difference between the amount of invoice and check-
Total




This memory file stores nine variables. Four variables
(WO, W1, P0, P1) concern with payroll processing. The
other five variables are used in bookkeeping system and
accounting system. II records the reference number for
invoice coming in, 10 records the reference number for
invoice sending out, CI records the reference number for
check coming in, CO records the reference number for
check sending in. PU records the incoming purchase order
reference number.
5.2.2 The Programs
1) The Master program: /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG
The bookkeeping functions are executed from the master
menu through a program called /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG.
/ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG opens four database files:
/DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF, /DATA/RELATION.DBF, /DATA/GETINV.DBF
and /DATA/OPENJOB.DBF and their associated index files
and then presents the bookkeeper with an options menu to
describe the daily activity. Only five options are
required:
1) Invoices coming in (from other companies)
2) Inovices going out (to other companies)
3) Checks coming in.(to match previous Invoice(s) going
out)
4) Checks going out (to match Invoice(s) coming in from
other companies)
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5) Change reference number (to change the memory
variables for reference number in the
/DBASE/MEMORY.MEM file)
When an option is chosen, /DATA/DAILY.PRG automatically
presents a function menu to describe daily bookkeeping





When the second option is chosen, /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG
automatically begins executing the sequence of programs
which are relevant to the bookkeeping function. When the
activity chosen is finished, the /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG is
again executed to allow another bookkeeping function.
Since the program logic for a particular function (e.g.
Append data) for different documents (e.g. invoice coming
in) are similar, the programs of a particular function
will be discussed as a group. The programs particular
activities will then be discussed as a subgroup.
2) Append data.
a) Invoice coming in
i) /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG
/ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG is a subprogram of
/ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG. When the activity option
invoice coming in is first chosen follows by the
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selection of the function option append data,
/ACCOUNTS/APINV_IN.PRG is executed. The major
function of this program is to collect data for the
database file /DATA/GETINV.DBF. After initialize all
the temporary variables for data entry, an input
screen will be displayed by executing the program
/ACCOUNTS/INV_INSC.PRG, a subprogram of
/ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG. The reference number of the
invoice is calculated automatically by data stored in
the memory file /DBASE/MEMORY.MEM. The operator should
then enter the first five characters of the company
involves in the transaction of the invoice. The
record in /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF will then be scanned to
match with the characters entered. Those companies
whose company code matches with the characters
entered will then be displayed on the lower part of
the screen. Due to limited screen display area, the
maximum number of matched companies that can be shown
on the screen are twelve. The operator then chooses
the appropriate company. If he needs to enter new
company, the add new company option is selected,
and /ACCOUNTS/ACCINF.PRG will be executed. A data
enter screen will be shown on the lower part of the
screen. New company name with the same five first
characters and the classification of the company can
be entered. The classification code is C for
creditor, D for debtor and B for subcontractor. A
company code for matching is then assigned to this new
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company. The data of new company is stored in the
database file /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. Then, the screen for
entering new company will be clear out and the
remaining part of the /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG is
executed. The invoice date will then be entered. The
due date of the invoice is calculated by the program
by assuming that the payment term is net 30 days and
the due date is shown on the screen. The operator. can
also enter the due date himself. If the invoice
includes payments for more than one project, the
operator is required to choose the 'sub invoice'
option by pressing a function key. In order to
facilitate the data process, another function key is
available for 'no description'. When the 'sub-
invoice' option is chosen, /ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG will
be automatically executed. /ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG is a
subprogram of /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG and will be
discussed in later part of this section. The amount
of the invoice is then entered. The operator is then
required to enter the accounting account affected.
Only the first five characters should be entered. A
process similar to that of choosing company name is
executed. with /ACCOUNTS/ACCINF2.PRG.
/ACCOUNTS/ACCINF2.PRG will show an input screen on the
lower part of the screen. The operator should enter
the classification and the full name of the account.
The classification code is :A for administrative
expense, F for financial expense, I for current
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liability, Q for current asset, S for sales, T
for trading expense, Z for fixed asset. A code is
also assigned to the account and the data is stored in
the database file /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. If the account is
hire purchase or equipment, /ACCOUNTS/HIRE INF.PRG or
/ACCOUNTS/EQPT INF.PRG will be executed respectively.
These two subprograms of /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG will
be discussed later. The information of a project is
then entered. If it is a new project, the project
information should be entered. The program will open
all the database files related to-job costing. They
are /DATA/JOBINF.DBF, /DATA/OPENJOB.DBF, /DATA-
/JOBHOUR.DBF and /DATA /JOBCOST.DBF. The data of the
new project is then appended to all the four database
files. If the project has been sub-contracted, the
status of the project (that is, whether the sub-
contracted part of the project is finished) should
then be keyed in by the operator. Moreover, the
payment status (that is, whether the invoice is asked
for balance payment to the sub-contractor) should also
be entered. Finally, the operator is asked for saving
the data. There are three options for him to choose:
1) save the data and continue appending data
2) re-enter the data just input
3) save the data and exit to /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG
When the first option is chosen, the data will be
stored into the database file /DATA/GETINV.DBF, the
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whole process for appending invoice coming in is then
executed again for another invoice. If the second
option is chosen, the data entered will not be stored
into any database file. The program will show the data
on the screen and the operator can change them. When
the third option is chosen, data will be saved and the
control will return to the /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG.
ii) /ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG
When there are sub-invoices, /ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG,
a subprogram of /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG is executed.
/ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG will assign a reference number
to each sub-invoice automatically. Since each sub-
invoice will be saved as an independent record, the
first seven characters of the reference number are the
same for each sub-invoice which have the same origin.
/ACCOUNTS/INVINSC2.PRG, a subprogram of /ACCOUNTS-
/SUBDESCR.PRG, is executed to display the input screen
for sub-invoice. The color of this input screen is set
different from the original input screen to highlight
that sub-invoice is being entered. The other parts of
/ACCOUNTS/SUBDESCR.PRG is exactly the same as
/ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG except the data confirmation
part. When all the sub-invoices are entered, the
program exits to /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG rather than to
/ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG.
iii) /ACCOUNTS/EQPT INF.PRG
When invoice related with factory equipment,
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office equipment, furniture and fixture, or
tools is entered, at some point of the inputing
process, /ACCOUNTS/EQPT_INF.PRG is executed, and the
database file /DATA/EQPT.DBF is opened. Purchase
date, depreciation percentage per year, the type of
assets, and the depreciation account are added into
the database file /DATA/EQPT.DBF.
iv) HIRE INF.PRG
Whenever invoice related with hire purchase is
entered, /ACCOUNTS/HIRE INF.PRG is executed at some
point of the inputing process. The program opens the
database file /DATA/HIRE.DBF. New data about name of
the associated equipment, total monthly payment and
monthly interest are appended. Moreover, /ACCOUNTS-
/EQPT INF.PRG will be called out to record the
information of the hire-purchased equipment.
b) Invoice going out
Basically, the logic and the operation of
/DATA/APINV OU.PRG, the subprogram for appending data
of invoice going out of /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG is
similiar to those of /ACCOUNTS/APINV IN.PRG,







The function of /ACCOUNTS/INV INSC2.PRG is to
prepare the screen for data entry. /ACCOUNTS/
SUBDESC2.PRG will be executed when there are sub-
invoices. /ACCOUNTS/INVOUSC2.PRG will display the
screen for sub-invoices data entry. /ACCOUNTS
/ACCINF3.PRG will append data of new accounts to the
database file /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. Since hire purchase
and equipment account will not be affected by invoice
going out, neither ./ACCOUNTS/HIRE INF.PRG nor
/ACCOUNTS/EQPT INF.PRG will be executed. When data
entry of invoice going out is finished, /ACCOUNTS
/DAILY.PRG is again executed.
c) Check coming in: /ACCOUNTS/APCH IN.PRG
The operator appends check coming in data by
executing /ACCOUNTS/APCH IN.PRG. /ACCOUNTS-
/APCH_IN.PRG has only one subprogram, /ACCOUNTS
/CH_INSC.PRG, which displays the screen for data
entry. The operator is required to enter company
name, issuance date of the check, amount of the check
and the reference number of invoice going out to be
paired up with the check. The program will allow
changing the U.S. dollar into Hong Kong dollar using
the exchange rate HK$7.80 per US$. After the
reference number of invoice going out is entered, the
corresponding record in the database file /DATA
/GETINV.DBF will be searched for. There are several
data should be checked before the record can be paired
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up. The company code of the invoice record should
match with the company name entered. Moreover the
invoice should not be paired up nor posted. The data
of the invoice would then be displayed. After
confirming by the operator, the records are paired up.
If there is a difference between the amount of the
check and that of the invoice, a menu with nine
options to deal with the difference will be shown up.







7) Overpayment or Underpayment (by customer)
8) Maloot £2 deposits or withdrawal
9) Input another invoice for this check
Some options will not be meaningful in check coming
in, as this menu is used for both check coming in and
check going out. When option 9 is chosen, /ACCOUNTS-
/APCH_IN.PRG will be executed again to pair up
another invoice with the same check. If any other
option is selected, the program will automatically
records the difference and account affected into
/DATA/GETDIF.DBF. The accounts are shown in exhibit 5-
20. The program will be executed again until the first
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other accounts the corresponding code for expense accounts
overpayment or underpayment the corresponding code of the company
Maloot #2 deposits or withdrawal MAL001 for invoice-out, and MAL002 for invoice-in
exhibit 5-20 Different accounts treatment in /DATA/6ETDIF.DBF
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character of the company name entered is a blank.
d) Check going out
The logic and operation of /ACCOUNTS/APCH OUT.PRG is
the same as /ACCOUNTS/APCH IN.PRG. The /ACCOUNTS
/APCH OUT.PRG has only one subprogram, /ACCOUNTS/
CH OUSC.PRG, for preparing the data entry screen. The
accounting of the difference in amount between check
and invoice(s) are similar to /ACCOUNTS/APCH IN.PRG
(see exhibit 5-20)
3) Modify data
a) Invoice Coming In and Invoice Going Out
When selection of 'Invoice coming in' option being
followed by the choice of 'modify data',
/ACCOUNTS/MOINV IN.PRG is executed. On the other
hand, the combination of 'Invoice going out' option
and 'modify data' will start the execution of
/ACCOUNTS/MOINV IN.PRG. Both /ACCOUNTS/MOINV IN.PRG
and /ACCOUNTS/MOINV_OU.PRG are subprograms of
/ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG and their program logic are the
same.
In either program, when the reference number of the
invoice to be modified is entered, the program will
check whether the invoice has been paired up, with
check or posted. Only if the invoice has neither been
posted nor paired up, the information of the record
in /DATA/GETINV.DBF can be modified. The information
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will be displayed on the upper part of the screen. On
the lower part of the screen, a menu with nine options
is displayed. The nine options are:
1) Modify reference number
2) Modify company name
3) Modify invoice date
4) Modify description
5) Modify amount of the invoice
6) Modify account affected
7) Modify the due date
8) Modify project number
9) Modify another invoice
When any option among option 1 and option 8 is
selected, the lower part of the screen will be
replaced by an input screen for that.particular item.
Modified data will be stored in the database file
/DATA/GETINV.DBF. The menu will be shown up again
until option 9 is selected. The program will be
executed until the reference number entered is blank.
When the reference number is a blank, the program will
exit to its master program /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG.
b) Check Coming in and Check Going Out
No checks can be modified since they are all paired
up with invoices.
4) Print data
The logic and operation of all the programs for
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printing invoice coming in, invoice going out, check
coming in and check going out are exactly the same. The
programs are /ACCOUNTS/PRINV_IN.PRG, /ACCOUNTS
/PRINV_OU.PRG, /ACCOUNTS/PRCH_IN.PRG and /ACCOUNTS/
PRCH OUT.PRG respectively.
When the print option is selected, the corresponding
program is executed. The following discussion will make
use of invoice coming in as an example. When
/ACCOUNTS/PRINV_IN.PRG is executed, the operator is asked
whether he wants to print the whole file or not. If the
answer is 'YES', then all the invoices coming in will be
printed. Otherwise, the operator is requested to enter
two dates of entering data between which the invoices
coming in to be printed are entered. If the two dates
are identical, only the invoice coming in entered at that
day will be printed. When the data printing is finished,
the control will be returned to /ACCOUNTS/DAILY.PRG.
5) Delete data
a) Invoice Coming In and Invoice Going Out
When delete data option is chosen for invoice coming
in or invoice going out, the program file
/ACCOUNTS/DEINV IN.PRG or /ACCOUNTS/DEINV OU.PRG is
executed respectively. The logic and operation of
these two program are again identical. The operator
is asked to enter the reference number for deletion.
The reference number is searched in /DATA/GETINV.DBF.
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Only if the record is found, not posted and not paired
up, the data will then be displayed on the screen.
After confirmation by the operator, the record will
then be deleted.
b) Check Coming In and Check Going Qut
The files ACCOUNTSDECH_IN.PRG or ACCOUNTS
DECHJDUT.PRG is executed when 'delete data' option is
chosen after 'check coming in' or 'check going out'
was selected. These programs will only show a message
on the screen to notify the operator that he cannot
delete a check. Every check should have been paired
up with invoice(s). Any paired up checks, or
invoices, cannot be deleted in this system.
6) ACCOUNTSRENO.PRG
ACCOUNTSRENO.PRG is a program for the operator to
change the reference number.
5.3 Accounting System
The accounting system comprises of two functions: the
reporting function and the printing function. Before proceeding
to see what these two functions entail, it would be useful to
first look at how data in the DATAGETINV.DBF will be processed
in the reporting function. The understanding of the processing of
DATAGETINV.DBF will be critical in understanding the rationale
of generation of dummy invoices during the accounting
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summarisation process.
The records in DATAGETINV.DBF are either an invoice coming
in from creditor, invoice sending out to debtor, check coming in
from debtor, and check sending out to creditor.
1) Invoice-in
The COMPANY is usually creditor, and the ACCOUNT is
either an asset account or an expense account. The
processing of an invoice-in is to credit the COMPANY
(which will be summarised later to give a net total
accounts payable), and to debit the ACCOUNT. Therefore,
in general, the amount is added to the account balance of
the COMPANY, the creditor, and the amount is also added
to the account balance of the ACCOUNT.
2) Invoice-out
The COMPANY is usually debtor, and the ACCOUNT is either
sales or customer deposit, a liability account. So the
processing of an invoice-out is to debit the COMPANY
(which will be summarised later to give a net total
accounts receivable), and to credit the ACCOUNT. Thus in
general, the amount is added to the account balance of
the COMPANY, the debtor, and the amount is also added to
the account balance of the ACCOUNT.
3) check-in
The COMPANY is the debtor, and the ACCOUNT is cash. The
processing of a check-in is to credit the debtor and to
debit the cash account. This means that the amount is
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subtracted from the account balance of the COMPANY, the
debtor, and the amount is added to the account balance of
cash.
14)check-out
The COMPANY is the creditor, and the ACCOUNT is cash. The
processing of a check-out is to debit the creditor and to
credit the cash account. This means that the amount is
subtracted from the account balance of the COMPANY, the
debtor, and the amount is subtracted to the account
balance of cash.
However, some invoices-in are paid by petty cash or
freight cash account. In this case, the accounting
treatment is to credit the petty cash/freight cash
account, and to debit the expense or asset account. This
means that the amount is subtracted (instead of added)
from the account balance of the COMPANY( cash or freight
cash account), and the amount is added to the account
balance of the ACCOUNT. This accounting treatment will be
used in the reporting function and is summarized below:
item II I0 CI Co
COMPANY
ACCOUNT
Cash or N.A. N.A.
freight account
This accouting treatment will have serious impact on the
creation of dummy invoices. Thus, for instance, if an account is
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an asset account, an expense account, or a contra-account to a
liability account, and if it is put into the COMPANY field of an
invoice-in, and the amount is negative, this is equivalent to
credit the account.
5.3.1. Reporting Function
The main object of the reporting function is to produce six
reports: the accounts payable outstanding report, accounts
receivable report, manufacturing summary, the income statement,
the job status report, and the balance sheet. These reports are
derived from information contained in /DATA/GETINV.DBF,
/DATA/GETDIF.DBF, /DATA/EQPT.DBF, /DATA/HIRE.DBF,
/DATA/INSURANC.DBF, /DATA/JOBINF.DBF, and /DBASE/MEMORY.MEM. The
overall control program is /ACCOUNTS/REPORT.PRG. This program
will allow options of jobcards processing, accounting reporting,
printing accounts payable report, accounts receivable report,
selection of checks to print, and check printing. The control
program for accounting summarisation is /ACCOUNTS/SUMMARY.PRG
which determines the sequences of each tasks :Zeeded to produce
the four reports. It will start by prompting the user to input
the ending stock of material purchased for trading. The
relationship between the programs for this function is shown
exhibit 5-21.
1) /ACCOUNTS/TESTPAIR.PRG- since the summarisation or data
will give rise to a very fundamental change to the
databases, it is necessary to test whether the data is














Exhibit 5-21 Program structure- accounting report function
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see whether the paid invoices are matched with the
checks. Should any records are found to be in error, the
records will be output to the printer, and the users are
prompted to check whether he should go on to the next
step of the accounting summarisation.
2) /ACCOUNTS/SOFTBACK.PRG and /ACCOUNTS/HARDBACK.PRG- once
the user has determined to go on processing, the next
step is to create backup files before doing any things
new on the databases. /ACCOUNTS/SOFTBACK.PRG creates
backup files using the grandfather-father-son
principle. The /ACCOUNTS/HARDBACK.PRG will create
hardcopy for each databases affected in this process.
3) /ACCOUNTS/DUMINV.PRG- This program will need to create
dummy invoices to realize amortized costs, depreciation
expenses, and realise sales revenue. The program first
updates the data in the /DATA/INSURANC.DBF. This is
because insurance policies did not receive any particular
treatment in the bookkeeping system. The program will
then create dummy invoices. These invoices are described
below.
a) The invoices to realise the insurance expense, and to
reduce the asset of insurance,
b) The invoices to realise depreciation expenses. The
company uses reducing balance method for depreciation.
The reduction percentage, book value, purchase cost
are all recorded in the equipment database. Whenever
the bookvalue is less than 20% of the purchased cost,
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the depreciating amount is set to bookvalue and will
be used for annual depreciation. Since the
summarization process is performed every month, the
monthly depreciation amount must be accumulated in
order not to affect the book value of the fixed
assets. This depreciation is accumulated in the
SUB AMT field. At the start of the financial year, the
SUB AMT will be substracted from the book value. A
dummy invoice is then created for the total monthly
depreciation expense for each class of fixed assets.
c) Dummy invoices for wages and salary are created to
account for the direct labor cost and administrative
overhead.
d) The program is also needed to generate dummy invoices
for realisation of hire purchase interest, and
reduction of hire purchase liability. Moreover, the
program is also designed that a real invoice is
created to prompt the company to make the necessary
payment for hire purchase.
e) The program is also required to take care of the
/DATA/GETDIF.DBF. As discussed in the bookkeeping
system, there are eight categories of difference
between check amount and the total amount of the
invoices the check is intended to pay. The program
needs to take care of this difference. The dummy
invoices created for each cases are tabulated in
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exhibit 5-22.
The principles underlying the creation of dummy
invoices for /DATA/GETDIF.DBF are:
1) there must be exact balance on the accounts payable
or accounts receivable,
2) there are records which trace back the overpayment
or underpayment of check
3) the appropriate cost/ expense items are correctly
adjusted.
The next thing /ACCOUNTS/DUMINV.PRG is to realise
sales revenues and subcontractor charges. All of the
information is stored in the database /DATA/JOBINF.DBF
with a structure shown in exhibit 5-15.
This database is used to keep the information on
customer deposits and the subcontractor deposits. Where a
project is finished, the customer deposit is then
realised as sales revenue. Similarly, when a
subcontracted work is completed, subcontractor deposits
must be realised as subcontractor charges. The program
will first adjust all the records of those completed
projects to indicate that either the project is completed
or subcontracted work is finished. The program checks
which job is finished and created dummy sales invoices or
subcontraction invoices.
4)/ACCOUNTS/ACCPOST.PRG- This program posts the entries of
the records in the /DATA/GETINV.DBF to the appropriate
Systems Design
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exhibit 5-22 Dummy invoices for DATAGETDIF.DBF
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account in the /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. Moreover, it will also
costs each project for direct material and production
overhead. For those production overhead which are not
tied directly to a particular project, it will be
accumulated in a variable POH. This variable will be
saved in /DATA/OVERHEAD.MEM at the end of the program,
and will be used in the overhead allocation process.
After posting all non-posted records, the petty cash
account and the freight cash account will be current.
The amount of replenishment for these two accounts are
determined by the program and two real invoices are
created to prompt the company to transfer cash to these
two accounts. Finally the /DATA/GETINV.DBF is packed.
5) /ACCOUNTS/PRPAYABL.PRG. and /ACCOUNTS/PRRECABL.PRG-
these two programs print the outsatnding invoices of each
creditor or debitor, and allows the management to see
the distribution of the receivables and payables by
amount and by company. /ACCOUNTS/PRPAYABL.PRG is for
printing accounts payable, and /ACCOUNTS/PRRECABL.PRG
accounts receivable.
6) /ACCOUNTS/ALLOCATE.PRG- The next step needed is
production overhead allocation. This is to ascertain the
proper values of the work in progress. The program will
first pick out the cost taken up by the dummy project
11000-00. This cost is in fact part of the unallocated
production overhead. The second source of unallocated
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overhead comes from the difference between wages paid
out, and the direct labour cost allocated to each
project. The final source is the POH recovered from the
account posting process. This total unallocated
production overhead will be allocated in proportion to
the total hours worked on the project for the last month.
The final part of the program will update the /DATA-
/ACCOUNT.DBF of the equipment, hire purchase, insurance,
accounts payable, accounts receivable.
7) /ACCOUNTS/JOBCOST.PRG- after the allocation of
production overhead, the /DATA/JOBCOST.DBF represents the
current status of the work in progress. The job status
report is produced in this program, outlining the amount
of work in progress and the progress of each.project in
terms of production hours and dollars. The actual cost
data from /DATA/JOBCOST.DBF and production data from
/DATA/JOBHOUR.DBF is compared with the estimate data from
/DATA/ESTIMATE.DBF. The percentage completion relative to
the estimate is calculated for each item to show the
progress of the project. Another report is produced that
summarises which projects are sold, and compared the cost
with the quotes Maloot Moulds made to the customer.
8) /ACCOUNTS/JOBSAVE.PRG- this program accumulates all the
finished projects to /DATA/JOBSAVE.DBF with a structure
shown in exhibit 5-23.
These projects are accumulated to apportion of the
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Structure for database: DATAJQBSAVE.DBF











The unique code for the project
The date at which the in fornation is posted
The total hour to be used in allocating Chinese New Year Bonus
This indicates whether the project has been finished or not
Total
exhibit. 5-23. Data structure of DATAJQBSAVE.DBF
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Chinese New Year bonus. This bonus is a production
overhead, and the total amount is not known at the
current point in time. So the hours of finished project
must be accumulated, and when the Chinese New Year bonus
is ascertained at the end of the Chinese New Year, an
adjustment to retained earnings can be made, and the
overhead cost for those unfinished projects can also be
readjusted to reflect this addition of overhead.
9) /ACCOUNTS/PRILEDGE.PRG- this prints out the ledger
accounts for each account in the /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. This
ledger accounts serve as a hardcopy of the data as well
as' a counter check for posting and caculation
correctness. The working file is /DATA/ACCLEDGE.DBF which
possesses an identical structure with /DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF,
and /DATA/INVWORK.DBF which has identical structure with
/DATA/GETINV.DBF
10)/ACCOUNTS/PRINREP.PRG- this program simply prints the
manufacturing summary, the income statement, and the
balance sheet. It updates the account Retained Earnings
everytime it is run, however.
5.3.2 Printing Function
This involves automation of printing checks and invoices
sending out to creditors and debtors respectively. In order to
allow for printing of other reports, the control program for
printing checks is designed to be /ACCOUNTS/REPORT.PRG, while
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printing invoices out is controlled by /PURCHASE/PMASTER.PRG.
5.3.2.1 Checks
/ACCOUNTS/CHSELECT.PRG lets a user to select the amount of
discount to take, and /or whether he should pay a certain
invoice. This set of information is kept in a database
/DATA/CHSELECT.DBF with a structure shown in exhibit 5-24.
The data in this /DATA/CHSELECT.DBF can be printed out using
the /ACCOUNTS/PRCHSELE.PRG. Once all these preparation work is
finished, automatic printing of checks-out can be made by
executing the /ACCOUNTS/AUTOCHEQ.PRG. This program will print out
the check not selected. A maximum number of ten invoices can be
paid by a single check. A short memo is printed out for internal
record purpose. At the same time, the record of the check is
automatically created in the /DATA/GETINV.DBF and, if necessary,
/DATA/GETDIF.DBF. This shortens the data entering process in the
bookkeeping system. The translation of a numeral to characters is
done by the /ACCOUNTS/NOTOCHAR.PRG. This routine makes use of a
database /DATA/PATTERN.DBF which keeps such translation for
number less than 100. The structure is shown in exhibit 5-25.
5.3.2.2 Invoices out
The invoice out printing function composes of a set of 9
command files as shown on exhibit 5-26 and involves 3 database
files.
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The invoice reference nuaber which
takes discount or not to be printed
The code of the account to explain the
difference between invoice aaount and cheque aaount
The percentage of discount
Total
exhibit 5-24. Data structure of DATACHSELECT.DBF
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Structure for database: DATAPATTERN.DBF
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The alpabetic expression of the number
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This database file will store the information of
purchase order issued by clients. It has eleven fields
and one index file, /PURCHASE/PURCHASE1.NDX on
PREFERENCE. See exhibit 5-27.
2. /DATA/CLIENTS.DBF (See exhibit 5-28)
3. /DATA/CRINV OU.DBF
This database records the relation between the
customer's purchase order between the invoice-out. It
has two fields only. See exhibit 5-29.
b) The programs
1. /PURCHASE/PMASTER.PRG
/PURCHASE/PMASTER.PRG is the master program of the
invoice printing function. The program will show a menu
with five options on the screen when it is being
executed. These options are:
1) Append purchase order
2) Modify purchase order
3) Delete purchase order
4) Print purchase order
5) Create purchase order
When an option is chosen, the corresponding command
program file will then be executed. The master program
also opens three database files:
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Reference number of the purchase order
Number of the purchase order
Company code of the company which issue the purchase order
Description of the purchase order






Date of issue of the purchase order
Totai
exhibit 5-27. Data structure of DATAPURCHASE.DBF
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Structure for database: DATACLIENTS.dbf
Date of last update: 012086


























































Code for idenfiy a client
Nane of the client
Building address of the client








Street address of the client
State address of the client
Country address of the client
t Tota
exhibit 5-28. Data Structure of DATACLIENTS.DBF
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Reference number of the invoice out
Reference number of the corresponding purchase order
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This command file will append the data of purchase
order into the database file /DATA/PURCHASE.DBF. When
the program is executed, it will assign a reference
number to each purchase order. The program has a
subprogram, /PURCHASE/PO_INSC.PRG, which sets the data
entry screen. When the first five characters of the
client's name is input, the program will search for the
full name of the clients from the database file
/DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. If the new client is entered, another
subprogram, /ACCOUNTS/ACCINF.PRG, will be executed and
information is added to the database file
/DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF. Moreover, the database file
/DATA/CLIENTS.DBF will also be opened and a data entry
screen will show up. The operator should enter the
client's address, person to contact, telephone number and
telex number. After these data are entered and
confirmed, /PURCHASE/PO INSC.PRG is again executed to
display the purchase order data entry screen. Data, such
as purchase order number, purchase order issuance date,
description of the job, the amount, terms of payment and
project number, are then entered. The data will be




This program file allows changing data of the purchase
order in the database file /DATA/PURCHASE.DBF, before it
is converted into invoice to be sent out. The program
searches for the purchase order reference number entered
by the user for modification and displays the information
on the screen. After being confirmed by the operator,
the modified data will replace the original data in the
database file.
2./PURCHASE/DEPORDER.PRG
This program deletes the purchase order the reference
number of which is entered by the operator. However, if
invoice out has been generated from this purchase order,
it can not be deleted any more. The program will search
for the reference number and display the information on
the screen. After being confirmed by the operator, the
record will be deleted from the database file
/DATA/PURCHASE.DBF.
3./PURCHASE/PRPORDER.PRG
This program prints all purchase order records or only
those entered in particular date(s) specified by the
operator. It is strongly recommended that the data
should be entered, -printed out and checked daily before
invoice sending out is generated. This practice avoids




The program opens the database /DATA/GETINV.DBF and
appends invoice sending out data into it. It has one
subprogram, /PURCHASE/CR_INSC.PRG, for screen setting.
The program will automatically assign a reference number
to the invoice to be sent out. The operation of the
program is very simple. Only the purchase- order
reference number is needed, the information of the
corresponding purchase order would then be display on the
screen, after confirmed by the operator, the
corresponding invoice sending out is then printed. The
client's address from the database file /DATA/CLIENTS.DBF
will be printed on the upper right corner of the invoice
together with the description, job number and amount from
the database file /PURCHASE/PURCHASE.DBF. In
/PURCHASE/CRINV OU.PRG, another subroutine,
/ACCOUNTS/NUTOCHAR.PRG, will change the numeric amount
into alphabets and print it on the invoice. Both
reference number of the purchase order and the invoice to
be sent out will be stored in a database file
/PURCHASE/CRINV OU.PRG for future reference.
CHAPTER VI
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we will discuss some of the limitations of
the Maloot Moulds integrated information system, how the system
solves the company's problems, and direction of the future
development of this integrated information system.
6.1. Benefits
By systematically organising the various functions, the
information system developed helps the company in the following
ways:
1) It provides the company prompt, fast and accurate payroll
cauclation, provide quick autopay reports and timeslips.
The manual system requires two persons working
continuously for two work days to complete the payroll
process. The manual system, moreover, is error prone, and
delay in wages payment is not unusual. However the
payroll process completes within less than an hour by
using the payroll system in the integrated information
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system.
2) It lets the company know about the direct labor costs and
the utilisation of the direct labor hours. This is a
direct result from the summarisation of data contained in
the 'DATAIJOBCARD.DBF. The distribution of direct labor
hours by date, and by type indicates how works were
scheduled. Moreover, direct labour hours used for project
11000-00 or for unclassified production process( job
type is U) indicate the amount of hours lost. This
points to the responsibility of the production manager to
account for them.
3) The hourly rate report indicates the avereage hourly rate
on a bimonthly basis, and illustrates how expensive labor
is. This naturally leads to the strategic consideration
of whether the company should still produce or operate in
Hong Kong, whether the wage is unreasonably high, and
what measures should be taken to reduce the rate or the
labour content, and whether the company should go for
automation. Moreover, the reports also specify the hours
lost due to lateness 4or absence. This also has an impact
on personnel policy, incentives scheme, and supervisory
management.-
The accounts payable report greatly facilitates the
company's assessment on its relationship with suppliers
or subcontractors, and the management of cash flow.
Similar advantage stems from the use of the accounts
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receivable report.
5) The automation of checks printing and invoices-out
printing not only reduces the time in inputing data, but
also reduces error in the input process. However, the
greatest advantage of such automation is that it no
longer allows duplication of checks sending out to pay
the same bill, and it will ensure that invoices sent out
to the customers are updated in the computer files.
6) The job status report shows how much costs are used in
each category of cost element. Further, this demonstrates
to some extent the progress of the project. Moreover, the
report compares the total cost with the quotation. This
points out whether a project makes money or loses money.
7) Perhaps the most useful feature is the three accounting
statements: the manufacturing summary, the income
statement, and the balance sheet. These statements will
show the financial situation of the company, and where
various expenses go into which items.
In short, the system enables an efficient operations of the
accounting function, and at the same time provides more
information to management which leads to better control.
6.2. Limitations
As have been mentioned previously, the information system
developed is a very elementary one. Definitely, there are things
which have not been covered. These limitations are discussed
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below:
1) From the system point of view, one of the most important
element of the information system is missing. The system
right now is only capable to process historical
information, it provides no future projections. What the
management can get from the system is what has happened
in the past, and it is left to the management to make
their own projections.
2) Although estimates are used in comparing the jobcost and
job production data, no standard costs or standard
production data are used in evaluating performance.
This is due to the fact that standard costing is not yet
practised in the company. As a part of the information
system, it is recommended that the company should develop
standards in the future.
3) The log-on procedure to allow authorised access works
only if the computer is booted from the hard disk C: It
is always possible to boot the system through disk A: or
disk B:, and thus bypass the log-on system. The solution
to this loophole is to ensure that the computer is locked
when it is not used, and only the authorised people have
access to the key. Thus the key becomes very critical
in the whole data security process.
4) In the programs which constitute the whole system, there
are some which requires the uses of command such as PACK,
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and REINDEX. These commands usually take up a lot of
computer time. If the users are unaware of the fact the
computer is working, and they switch off the machine
while it is running, the data will be lost. The ways to
get around this difficulty include:
a) show on the screen that the computer is working
b) train the users of the basic concepts of dBASEIII.
But the most effective way is to redesign some of the
programs to minimise the use of such time consuming
commands.
5) another concern is that the stability of electic current.
Stable electricity supply is vital to the proper
functioning of the computer. Since the company is located
in the industrial area, it is likely that there will be
large fluctuation in the electric current, especially when
the neighbouring companies switches on certain high power
machines. Although stabiliser has been installed to
minimise the negative effect due to unstable electricity
supply, it does not guarantee a 100% safety. This is
especially true whenever the computer is doing some time
consuming operations such as PACK or REINDEX. We suggest
that the backup procedure must be sticked strongly to and
if possible, another extra-batteries should be installed
to ensure a higher level of electric current stability.
6) The operating software used is dBASEIII version 1.0. This
software is excellent in handling different data files
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simultaneously and allowing data structuring of files.
Unfortunately there are some bugs in this version of
software. We have tried our best to minimise the probable
error due to the operating software bugs. However, it may
sometimes happen that some software does not work at the
first time, but after rebooting the machine, the software
works perfectly well.
7) There are some functions which we see the need now
but would not have enough time to finish. These are
a) caculation of the Chinese New Year bonus
b) adjustment on retained earnings and work in progress
due to the Chinese New Year bonus
c) entry adjustment facilities to handle cases of shift
between assets or shift between liabilities not yet
covered in /ACCOUNTS/ACCPOST.PRG. An example would be
the buying Hong kong dollars from the U.S. dollars
account. This involves a debit on cash (H.K.$) account
and a credit on another asset account cash (U.S.$).
d) the further analysis or breakdown of unclassified hours
and costs in /DATA/JOBCARD.DBF
e) automatic control and printing of job costing reports
and accounting reports.
f) modification or deletion of pairup checks and invoices.
8) Another limitaion of the system is that in the
/DATA/ACCOUNT.DBF, the company code is only six characters
long. The first five characters are identical to the first
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five characters of the company name. The sixth character
is a number ranging from 1 to 9. This logically menas that
Maloot Moulds cannot have more than nine creditors or
debitors which have their five first characters of the
company name identical. This assumption may not be valid
in the future.
9) The third limitation of the system is that it cannot
produce accounting reports which takes care of accruals.
Since at the end of the financial year, not all invoices
are received, and there will be-other accruals as well.
However, the impact of such invoices would be on the tax
paid and net profit, since some of the costs should have
been realised at the end of the financial year, yet are
not so since the data has not been entered. However, this
problem is not fatal since after several months, the
invoices outstanding at the last financial year end should
have been received and taken care of. The only effect left
to consider is tax which, however, could be inputed as an
invoice. This will then adjust the retained earning and
the profit to the appropriate level.
6.3 Conclusion
The Maloot Moulds integrated information system has been
operated well for several months. The payroll system has
successfully shortened the time for preparing payroll for
workers. Now the accounting staff has much more time for doing
other daily paperwork. The bookkeeping system now accummulates
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invoices and checks issued from the start of this financial year
(i.e. August 1985) up until the end of January, 1986 in order to
prepare the financial statements ended on January this year. The
bookkeeping system works very well and has identified some double
payments and other inefficient work methods. Data for job costing
has also been accumulated and job costing report can be prepared
at the touch of a key. The installation of the integrated
information system undoubtly improves the work efficiency of the
staff of the organization. Moreover, since the management can
have various financial statements and reports, including monthly
balance sheet and income statement, the control of the factory
has also been tightened to a satisfactory extent. It has been
commended that The Maloot moulds integrated information system




A-1 List of Names And Keys of Databases, And Index Files
DATABASE INDEX FILE KEY SYSTEM
ACCLEDGE.DBF ACCLEDG2.NDX ACC CODE ACCOUNTING-REPORTING
ACCLEDG3.NDX ACC_NUMBER
ACCOUNT .DBF ACCCODE.NDX ACC CODE BOOKKEEPING
ACC NO NDX ACC NUMBER
ACC_NAME.NDX ACC_NAME
CHSELECT.DBF CHSELECI.NDX REFERENCE ACCOUNTING-PRINTING
CLIENTS DBF CODE NDX C_CODE ACCOUNTING-PRINTING
CONSUMAB.DBF CONSUMI2.NDX PROJECT+DTOC(WDATE) CONSUMMABLE
CRINV_OU.DBF CRINVOUI.NDX INVOUNO ACCOUNTING-PRINTING
EQPT DBF EQPT1 NDX REFERENCE BOOKKEEPING
ESTIMATE.DBF ESTIMATI.NDX PROJECT ESTIMATE
GETDIF DBF GETDIFI NDX REFERENCE BOOKKEEPING
GETDIF2 NDX ACCOUNT
ACCOUNTING-REPORTINGGENLEDGE.DBF GENLED23.NDX COMPANY+DTOC(IDATE)
REFERENCEGETINV DBF GINVREF NDX BOOKKEEPING
GPAIRUP NDX PAIRUP
COMPANY+REFERENCEGETINV21.NDX
BOOKKEEPINGREFERENCEHIRE DBF HIRE! NDX
ACCOUNT ACCOUNTING-REPORTINGINSURANC.DBF INSURANC.NDX
ACCOUNTING-REPORTINGINVLEDGE.DBF
PROJECT+DTOC(WDATE) JOB COSTINGJCARDDAT.DBF JCARDD23.NDX
PROJECT+JTYPE JOB COSTINGJCARDTYP.DBF JCARDT25.NDX
STR(IDN,5)+DTOC(WDATE) JOBCARDJOBCARD DBF JOBCAR12.NDX
JOB COSTINGPROJECTJOBCOST DBF JOBCOSTI.NDX
JOB COSTINGPROJECTJOBHOUR DBF JOBHOURI.NDX
BOOKKEEPINGPROJECT+INV REFERJOBINF DBF JOBINF41.NDX
PROJECT+CH REFERJOBINF42.NDX
ACCOUNTING-REPORTINGPROJECTJOBSAVE DBF JOBSAVEI.NDX
PAYROLLIDNMPAYADJ DBF MPAYADJ NDX
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OPENJOB DBF OPENJOBI.NDX PROJECT BOOKKEEPING
PATTERN DBF PATTERNI.NDX NUMBER ACCOUNTING-PRINTING
PAYADJ DBF PAYADJ NDX IDN PAYROLL
PAYROLL DBF PAYROLL NDX IDN PAYROLL
PERDATA DBF PERDATAI.NDX IDN PERSONNEL
PERSONNE.DBF PERSONNI.NDX IDN PERSONNEL
PURCHASE.DBF PREFER NDX PREFERENCE ACCOUNTING-PRINTING
PRODSTAT.DBF PRODSTAI.NDX WDATE TIMECARD
RELATION.DBF ACC1 NDX ACCT+ACC CODE BOOKKEEPING




































































































































































































































generation of dummy invoices






























































































A-12 accounting- printing checks subsystem
chart
Appendix
A-13 List of Program Names
Log-On Systea
Estaate Systea
Personnel System
Tiaecard Systea
Jobcard Systea
Consumable Systea
Payroll Systea
Job Costing Systea
Bookkeeping Systea
AUTOEXEC.BAT
DOSDATES.SRC
BATCHMENU.BAT
DOSUPDATE.HON
DOSUPDATE.DAY
DOSPASSKEY.BAS
ESTMATEESTMATE.PRG
ESTIHATEAPESTIMA.PRG
ESTIMATEDELESTIM.PR6
ESTIMATEMQDESTIH.PRG
ESTIMATEPRESTIHA.PR6
PERSONNEPERSONNE.PRG
PERSQNNEAPPERSQN.PRS
PERSQNNEMQPERSQN.PRG
PERSONNEDEPERSON. PR6
PERSONNEPRPERSON.PRG
TIHECARDTIHECARD.PR6
TlhECARDAPTIME.PRG
TIMECARDMODTIHE.PRG
TIHECARDDELTME.PRG
TIMECARDCALTIME.PR6
TIMECARDPRTIHE.PRG
JOBCARDSJOBCARDS.PRG
JQBCARDSMOJCARD.PRG
JOBCARDSAPEJCARD.PRG
JQBCARDSH0DJCARD.PR6
JQBCARDSDELJCARD.PR6
JQBCARDSPRJCARD.PRG
JOBCARDSOPENJOB.PRG
C0NSUMCGNSUH.PR6
CONSUMPRCONSUM.PRG
TIMECARDAPPPAYADJ.PRG
TIMECARDPRPAYAD.PRG
PAYROLLPAYROLL.PRG
PAYRQLLPERREC.PRG
JOBCARDSJOBPOST.PRG
JOBCARDSJCARDTYP.PRG
JOBCARDSJCARDDAT.PR6
HASTER.PRG
APINVJN.PRG
ACCOUNTSINV_INSC,PRG
ACCOUNTSACC_INF-PRG
ACCOUNTSSUBDESCR.PRG
ACCOUNTSINVINSC2.PRG
ACC0UNTSACCINF2.PRG
Appendix
Bookkeeping Systen ACCOUNTSHIRE_INF.PRG
ACC0UNTSEQPTJNF.PR6
ACCQUNTSAP1NV_QU.PRG
ACCOUNTSINV_QUSC.PR6
ACCQUNTSSUBDESC2.PRG
ACC0UNTSACCINF3.PRG
ACCOUNTSINVQUSC2.PR6
ACCOUNTSAPCHJN.PRG
ACCQUNTSCHJNSC.PR6
ACCOUNTSAPCH.OUT.PRG
ACCOUNTSCH_OUSC.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRINVJN.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRINV_OU-PRG
ACCOUNTSPRCHJN.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRCHJUT.PRG
ACCOUNTSHQINV_IN.PRG
ACCQUNTSMQINV_QU.PR6
ACCOUNTSMQCHJN.PRG
ACCOUNTSMQCHJUT.PRG
ACCOUNTSDEINVJN.PRG
ACCQUNTSDEINV_QU.PRG
ACCOUNTSDECHJN.PRG
ACCQUNTSDECH_OUT.PRG
ACCOUNTSRENO.PRG
Accounting Systea
-reporting
ACCQUNTSTESTPAIR.PRG
.ACCOUNTSHARDBACK. PR6
ACCOUNTSSOFTBACK.PR6
ACCOUNTSDUMINV.PRG
ACCOUNTSACCPOST.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRPAYABL.PRG
ACCQUNTSPRRECABL. PRG
ACCOUNTSALLOCATE.PRG
ACCOUNTSJOBCOST.PRG
ACCOUNTSJOBSAVE.PR6
ACCQUNTSPRILED6E.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRINREP.PRG
Accounting Systea
-printing
checks
ACCOUNTSCHESLECT.PRG
ACCOUNTSPRCHSELE.PR6
ACCQUNTSAUTQCHEQ.PRG
ACCOUNTSNOTOCHAR.PRG
Accounting Systea
-printing
invoices
PURCHASEPKASTER.PR6
PURCHASEAPPORDER.PRG
PURCHASEPO.INSC.PRG
PURCHASEMOPQRDER.PRG
PURCHASEPRPORDER.PRG
PURCHASEDEPORDER,PRG
PURCHASECRINV_0U.PR6
PURCHASECRJNSC.PRG
PURCHASENUTOWORD.PRG


